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of the Northern papers, indicate that the
people have profited by it. The rank and tile
of the army, ns far as I can learn, are
ready
for the main question already; as for our
pro-
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Portland Daily Press is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at f6,00 per year in adl"mt

vance.

Hates of Advertising:
Transient Advertisements, •1.00 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding throe, and not
more than one week, SI.26 per square; 76 cents
per
week after. One square every other day one week,
•1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under head of Amusements,
•2.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, SiA0 per square for first week,
•1.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for ene insertion. No charge less than fifty
cents.

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the 8tate) for 88 cents per square in addition to the
above rates for each insertion.
Transient advertisements mast be paid for In ad-
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-An offer is made

lO Dollars to

vt ill It shock Tour Protestant nerves to lie
told that the army in this Department is rapidly coming to a strong belief in an American
Pope? So it is, nevertheless, and with good
reason.
Before this Pope came into power,
our soldiers were rapidly forgetting that there
was anything to do except to
guard the houses
and whealflelds of rebels; the
|7niou citizens
of tills vicinity were treated by many of our
high officials with a sort ol cool contempt;
traitors were assisted and comforted; mails
were carried frequently between Fredericsburg and Richmond; loads of salt, etc., moved
In the same direction, while far and wide
through the ranks of the army, and in the
breasts of ail Union citizens, burned a hot
flame of honest indignation. The Union sentiment was thus kept down and silenced; a
practical premium was offered to treason; the
rebel received from some officials in temporary
power, more courteous treatment than the Unionist; and men, driven from their farms by
the rebels because they would not take the
Confederate oath, felt bitterly that tbeirpvorst
foes were in the Union household. The last
Provost-Marshnl of Fredericksburg has subjected himself to so many charges of thus sort
that the Union citizeus have at last brought
his case before the authorities at
Wasoington.
I do not care to recapitulate their charges; but
if true, they are certainly of the most serious

character.
But this dark day has passed, and all now
draw a deep breath of relief, and take fresh
courage. You can feel the change in the very
atmosphere. There is not a bayonet in this

army which has not thrilled with this new electricity; there is not a Union citizen whose eye
does not utter the general congratulation. I
have rarely witnessed a more marked and gratifying change of feeling. It Is beginning to be
understood that this is war; that a Union man
is almost as good as a rebel; that treason is a
crime, and not a mere difference of opinion;
that our Provost Marshals and Generals do
not come here to eat, drink and be
merry with
rampant., outspoken traitors, but to encourage
Unionists, and to crush out rebellion.
See what the last week has brought forth at
the inspiration of the general orders of our
new Pope.
The two dashing raids of our
brave New York cavalry well-nigh up to the
rebel fortifications around Richmond—you
have heard all about them—will assure you
that our army has been, not dead, but o'nly

will, the gallant officers and
men who so fearlessly penetrated the
enemy’s
country; I know the former, and can testify to
their brave fidelity. But there was one man,
the guide on both expeditions, whose name
will probably never reach you through the
papers. He is the manliest Virginian I have ever met with; he is oue of the most determined
you

I ever saw. Start not when I add
that his skin is black, for I should be proud to
see him wearing the same
shoulder-straps I
now wear.
For two months he has been a
perpetual thorn in the side of treason. Brave
to a fault, knowing every inch of the country,
cool, crafty, and sagacious, he bears upon his
shoulders a Websterian bead, for which fifteen
hundred dollars reward has been subscribed,
paid in, and offered by some of the rebels of
this vicinity. Seventy-five cents a day
pays
this man, who has taken his life in bis hands
several times already in dangerous expeditious. and who has lieen worth to tlm cam...
flxll dozen of the best of 11s. Some day I hope
to bring him into your office, and to introduce
to you, Dabney, the dreaded scout of the
Rappahannock, lately a slave, but now a free Ammen

a

erican citizen.

Night before last, four traitors were taken
from their beds in Fredericksburg, and carried
to
as hostages for the return of
certain Union farmers of this vicinity now in
the rebel prisons—a most righteous and
politic proceeding. In Fredericksburg there is a
large class, jinostly comiiosed of men of moderate circumstances—mechanics, etc.,— who
have always been at heart Unionists, but who
have been silenced and kept down, to a great
extent, by the more wealthy anil influential
citizens. If some of these leading rebels had
l»een arrested two months ago, as hostages for
Union men already in Richmond prisons, I
have the best reason for believing that there
would have been at this day an association of
Union men in Fredericksburg able to protect
themselves. But thus far treason has had only favor and protection, and so has held over
the heads of Union citizens the rod of threatening vengeance. But that rod is broken
now, and I look coulidently for the best effects
to result.

Washington

We had, for a brief period only, one man in
power over Fredericksburg. Gen. Doubleday,
of Fort Sumter fame, who was honored by the'
cordial dislike of the leading rebels, while all
the Union men came to him as to a protector
and a friend. This feeling of trust and confidence was strong and universal; and, had he
been continued in power, the Secretary of War
would never have been assailed by the* tears of
our Union women, or by the petitions for
help
and protection ol our Union men.
The late orders authorizing the use and employment of contrabands by the army, have already surrounded our headquarters with quite
a little band of
hard-working and reliable men.
I speak from actual practical
experience, when
I say, that, for most army
purposes, their aid
Is invaluable.
Unsophisticated as children in
some regards, as men must be who have had
no chance for
development, they are wonderfully faithful, patient, able and willing to work.
Officers of long experience tell me that
they
will, under proper guidance and drill, make
excellent lighters; if necessary, we
propose to
put this to the test shortly. As spies, scouts,
and messengers, they are of course
superior
to all others.
Are we not rapidly arising to the true issue
in this contest? Onr year’s education has been

nliont fnnii
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SONS,

Orders left at the

Cmwrelal Street,

Pertlnnd, Me.

gv Manufacturing Jeweler,

Next door above the British and American Express
Office, where lie will accommodate all who may be in
want of goods in his Hue, at very low prices.

Sk*-*

AND

SILVERSMITH.
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.

Also, Dealer in
Portland. June 23, 18fl2.
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New'ing-Macliiiies.
EMPIRE

FITTING,

hopes

JOHN B. HUDSON, Jr.,
Street, nearly opposite junction

ot

ju!14d4w

CSa.
desirable mechanical arrangement lias now
been in use a sufficient length of time to show
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Sprint/ /W department. embracing a little more
of their ex col reticles, ami yet
overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into ntace with gnat facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
ami all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted strong and durable, and not liable to get out of order.

taken store, N.. 75 Middle Street,
(rox Block.) and respectfully invite public attention to their large and well selected stock of

Have

SLOAT

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, See.,

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and best stork
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
(“the
department, to merit the coulideuce
of the public.

dispensary

POOH.

STOKER Ac
£3ft

To L«*l.
A

JulldtfPORTLAND. Mb

HltK'K HOUSE on Garden st,eleven
rooms and all other conveniences, all in

repair.

Also HOUSE No. 11 Brackett Street,
containing seven or eight rooms all in
good repair.
Inquire at 21 Exchange St., or 31 Winter St.,
dtf
Portland, July 19, 1862.
J, F. DAY.

Tor Kale.
hree Story Brick I> WELLIN'G%, No. 8 Gray Street.
Jt in in
pair, and contains ten finished

aold before the 16th of
next, it will be sold on that day,
A.
clock,
BL, at Auction, without
reserve.
Terms
very easy. For information apply
to JOHN RANDALL, on the premises, or at the
store of RANDALL & WOODBURY, on C'ommer'
cial Street, head Cential Wharf.
June 21,1862.
dtf

CUTLER, General Apents.
& OO Middle Street,

Trout & other Fishing Tackle.

Guns, Kiki.kb, Revolvers,Cutlery aud
Sporting Goods generally.
ALSO,
aud Stencil

Repairing

Cutting attended to

a*

usual.

Ci.L. BAILEY,
42 EXCHANGE STREET.

June 28.
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The Proprietors of the Portland Daily Prkm
respectfully invite attention to their tacilities for executing, in beautiful style, every description of

j

axn

JOB PRINTING!

Commercial House. Portland, June 16. 1862.
Having introduced the •‘Anderson .Spring Bed Bottom" into
iny house, after trial, 1 pronounce it to be
an easv and healthy lied.
I ant using several kinds
of
bed bottoms, but consider the Audersou
fully equal if uot better than the best.
X. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

Book and
adequate

to do

Fancy Types,

any work demanded in thia State.

Variety,

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

bought of you ftillv merits my
fully up to your high recommencheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleeping apartments.
AI STAPLES,
A. X. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16, 1862.

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,"
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article; and I believe it to be superior to
anvthing of the kind now in use.
Waterville, April 12, 18»52.
Rev. E. HAWES.

RI LED AND CUT IN

NEATEST

MANNER.

MOODY.

Billets ft Circulars in Erery Variety of Type.

Paintings

Engravings,
Looking

DANk-CHECKS, NOTES, AND DILLS OF LADING.

Glasses.

HAND,

Is very' extensive, being of the best manufacture,
such as Wiusor & Newton’s Oil and Water Colors,
Itrushe*. Drawing
Pencils. Crayons, Oils and
Varnishes, Mathematical Instruments. Ac.
Our stock embraces all articles in this line, and is
the largest ami best selected in the .State, and we offer the best inducements to dealers and
photograpers,
both as to quality of goods aud as to prices.

l*apers.

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES * GLUTENRD
WHEN DESIRED.

Policies Printed and Bound
Insurance Companies.

lor

ROSEWOOD

our

Catalogue,

Gilt. Walnut, Kbony and
on

And other

LAW

Equity Cue*,

Fire aad Marine Ibs. Ca.,
Of Providence.
PIRFIC-T Sact'RtTY. which oaght always to be the
jtrtt ctMMideralitm in effecting insurance, is here olfered to the public, at the latent rain of premium
adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office in "Boyd's Bailding," opposite Tost Office.

Equitable

dA wtf

insure

ou
com-

us

| policy

bolder.

Those desiring inaumnee will do well to eall
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.

and

109 .Middle Street.

CHARLES HOLDEN, /VcsMml.
Edward Shaw, Secretary.
June 23.
eodfm

Parlor, Ota.am'ber

Dinpatch.

PLAIN

FURNITURE,
Importer end Dealer

Bronze, Colored, and all other kind* of

fciUnia Wire, Title Cillery, aid Hired Wire,
And

Executed in taete to »it the moil fiutidioue.

ia

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,
a

General Assortment of

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.
is

invited to the

purchasers
larga
and desirable stock of House-keeping Goods
THE
it does
above, comprising
in store,
attention of

now

nearly every
usually needed fu the Furniture and Crockery
Departments, being one of the largest stocks in the
Slate, purchasers can rind almost any variety of rich,
medium sud low-priced goods, suited to their differas

R. J. D. LARRABEE k 00.,

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

No. 00 Exchange Street.

Our

tf

OOD bargains will be given to those who wish
to purchase Graveatones or Monuments of
any
description. Those who will favor me with a call
shall be satisfied that they arc buying a good article
at the lowest price.
Shop on Forest Avenue, near Evergreen Cemetery,
Stevens’ Tlains.

je80—3m

Company.

1 P*ny.
All policies upon which six premiums have beau
paid, arc renewed auuusily free of premium to the

DOCUMENTS executed with

hand.

(“1

jull7d8m

Relief Fire Insaraaee Company.
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus. 8280.000.

DRALEI IX-

Deeds, Law Brief*,

Printing,

MOULDINGS,

Constantly

Fire Iatanaee Cam pane.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 8312.000.

SAMUEL ADLAM, Jr,

Style,

are

uniurpsaeed.

GRAVESTONES.

Abbott's School. Farmington.
Eaton Bovs' Boarding School, Kent’s Hill.

Republic

0«c«

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE
Will be cheerfully furnished with
which contains a complete list.

June 23.1SW2.

Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House. Farmington.
Revere House, Vassalboro.
liallowell House, llallowell.
China House, China.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Cushnoc Hou«e, Augusta.

Natioffffl Insnraare Company,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital aad Sarplrn, 8808,000.

to

RECEIVED,

of Oval,

af Exchange Su,

Agent of tho following First Class Insurance Co's:

us

Our Assortment of Artists' Materials

large assortment

ear,

PORTLAND, ME.,

A very choice collection of Fine Kngravings and
Lithographs, which we shall be happy to show to any
who may call.

A

IBSUBABOB.

Company continue
property
THIS
terms
lavorable
those of any reliable

Pier and Oval Frames, with French Mirrors; GUt,
Phony ami Imitation lt<»sewo»d Frames, both Oval
and Square, for Kngravings aud Photographs, at low
prices aud warranted satisfactory.

JUST

FIBE

Mutual Fire Inaumnee

FRAMES.

CONSTANTLY ON
|

Bath, July 3.

PORTLAND

GILT
and

Wm. Drummond, G. E. K. Patten.
SanTl I. Robinson, E. K. Harding,
Arthur Searall,
J. P. Morse,
Lewis Blackmer,
David Patten,
6. A. Houghton,
J. C. Jameson.
K. K HARDING, President,
E. C. HYDE, Secretary.
1S62.
d6ra

J une 23.

Manufacturers of

For Oil

in any One Rink.

Re-

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ac.
ORNAMENTAL

;

John Patten,
Oliver Motes.
M. F. Gannett,
J. H. McLoiian,
Jas. F. ratten,

Dealers in

Picture Frames,

Testimonials similar to the above have been received from the proprietors of the following public
housesPenobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.

Skowhegau House, .Skowhegan.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
Winthron House, Winthron.
Elmwood House, Waterville.

BILL-HEADS

eodtf

K. J. D. LARRABEE A CO*
Manufacturers, Importers, ami Wholesale and

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
“Anderson Spring Bed Bottom," 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerftillv recommend them to the public.
Dit. N. R. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.

pleasure

FRANKLIN C

June 23.

tail

#900,000

And that they are prepared to make insurance on the
mutual principle, against marine risks, not exceeding

Of New York.

PORTLAND, Me.

We have Introduced several of the justly celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any and all othere we have ever
used. Our guest* speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keejiers who desire the comfort of their guests.
W. D. McLAlHtILIX & SOX,
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12.1863.

to

WARREN SPARROW,

THE
ANDREW' T. DOLE.

THE Stock amounts

Offer 74 Middle,

dkalkrr it,

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

spring

MUTUAL

OFFICE UNDER THE SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET.
President and Directors of tko Bath Mataal
Marine Insurance Company give notice that their

$10,000

Bniineas Cardi of Every
Style and Cost.

-Vlerrhanls,

wnoLECALx

V Meal* to R mu LA a Boabpsss at Reduced Raisa.
Open every Sunday from 8 to I, and from 2 to 8
o’clock.
}e38edtf

Capital

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

and is
expectations,
dations. 1 would

Every Machine fully Warranted.

MOODY,

Commission

APPLE LEMONADE,
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE

BATH

la

GENERAL

TESTIMONIALS :

The Bed Bottom I

ELIPTIC.

Served to order.
PINE

Karine IaannraHce Coapnay.

Their Establishment is tarnished with all the approved modern machinery, and their assortment of

Portland, Me.

A

of the 8e—

_INSURANCE.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

J.-23tf

DOLE

PORTLAND, MR.

JOHN ROBINSON, Proprietor.

DIRECTORS:

Watch-Maker,

happily

I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
of the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms" for the
last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anything I had anticipated. My wife, who is feeble, lias
had no good rest for six months till occupy ing one of
these beds. She would not part with it on anv account.'
Rev. JOHN ALLEN.
Farmington, Feb. 28, 1862.

poor.

Second floor,

ORNAHENTAL

N. B.—All work being promptly and perronally atteudvd to, i. warranted to give thou.ugh «ati»faction.

THIS

one

Store!

DIBIGO EATDIG BOUSE,

!J" Engs Served to Order. _£t

EXCHANGE STREET,

BOOK AND

3V,

—'VjiS

Mr. D. K. Froliock has furnished the beds in my
house with the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom," anil
1 take pleasure iu recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of the kind with which I am acquaint^!.
A H ABBOTT.
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

SHUTTLE.

Term* Moderate by the Week ar Day#
Bath, June 23,1882.
dtf

Served up at all hoars.
TURTLE SOLT, TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.

Printing Office,

fox UlocW,

manner.

Middlr Strrrt,

Mateo—delight

No. 7 MILK STREET.

POWER

Book and Job
No.

PAINTER,

Bounty; $2 Premium,

$55

dtf

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

ME.

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
t?" < trder, solicited.
jelti ,im

141

oae of the healthiest
on the coast of
toion the Kennebec, twelve mi Us

and afford* one of the moat
iiivitiue retreats from the dost and turmoil of oar
lame cities.
The Saiiadahock is one of the *0001. most specious, amt best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thaee minute* walk or the Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post Office, Custom House, As., being directly in the business centre of the City.

N. A. FOSTER * CO.
Joly 17.1963.

Federal Sts..

BAN SO

MEN !

Company iu

good

Retail.

Done in flic best

at once to the Recruiting Office in FEDSTREET, under United States Hotel, where
an*

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,

BROOK TROUT aad all kinds eC (SAME

Worka 6 Union St., and 233 A 239 Fore St.,
PORTLAND, ME.
Jnltdtf

SEVENTEENTH REGIMENT,

In

Cock*, Valve*. Pipe* and Connection*. Wholeor

Proprietor.

AlfVed Carr,
Proprietor,
BATH, MAIMS.

Every Delieary

Soap Stone,

PORTLAND,

STEAM AND

Re-

rally

Portland. July 15, 18*12.

No. 175 Middle

And Ita capacity and fkeilitlee for doing work
atyle arc equal to any in the City or State.

AXD EVERY BKStRlPT10\ OF .MACHINERY,

Stand by the Flag I

Or when

A long and thorough apprenticeship to the mechanical branch of the business, and several years study
in the higher branches of the art, have rendered hint
qualified to execute even variety of work in the most
elegant styles, and he
l>y diligence and constant attention to business to merit the
patronage ol
the public.

PAST PRESSES AND STEAM POWER,

STEAM

Monumental Work and
a

BRACKETT,

OPEN tor Genteel Boardera—three mflee
; from Portland—within thirty roda of the
< tcean—with
good opportunroee tor flabing,
aea-bething and water rxcarakma. A Steaan__ier run- from Portland daily. Experienced
boatmen in atteudauc.
je2S*8w

._„_from 'he sea.

ty The office Is supplied with

J. L. WDSLOW, AKCDtt

of Middle and ExExchange Street.

Recruits

HENRY M.

Grindstone*.

SAVAGE.
)
MATTOCKS, J Recruiting Officers.
JAMES M. BLOWN,)
dtf
Portland, July 17, lS^.

so,

Daily Press
flight of stairs,
the

R. THOMPSON,
prepared to receive order* for

Marble,

ana

W. H.
P.

ERAL

counting-room of

Is

or Wanted—a Drummer and Fifcr.

If

Summer Retreat,

ly situated

Work.

Marble

MEDICINES,

Telegraph Ofltoe, corner
Streets. Entrance on

You

*.*Tenna *1 per day. 8table connected
honae.
Bath. June 28.1882.
dtf

localities

W!B. H. II. HATCH,

NO. 4 FOX BLOCK,

ATTENTION

]_

THE City of Hath is

Ptrllaad. Me.
jt‘23tf

141 Middle Street,

sale

change

the moat liberal

Maine 8tate Press, head of first
will be promptly attended to.

HEAD OF MERRILL’S WHARF,

Steam

Over

on

ENTRANCE--82* EXCHANGE STREET,

MANUFACTURER OF

war.

886. Wiamiam Sr., Bath.

MB.

Corn, Flour and Grain,

MEDICAL ATTENDANCE FREE !

kind, ol

Signs, Banners, Landscapes,
Figure*, Flower*, Scroll Work,

be promptly attended to

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

close of the

BATH HOTEL,
By C. M. PLUMMER.

DEALKIW IN-

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,

dfcwtf

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK’S ISLAND,
Will

d8m

TOTAL ADVANCE, $140 l

Land at the

Job Work,

Fancy

and

BOUNTY, (ISOS!

100 acres Bounty
cruiting Olhco

1'aaaadnmkeag, Jane 28,1862.

with

PAINTER,

jo23tf

TOTAL

now

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE 8T3.,
FOX BLOCK,

Plain and

ALBERT WEBB AC©„

He* removed lii* *fuck of

eery reepcetlblly anfrienda, and the

numerooa

bed thla well-known honae anew, and li
better than erer prepared to wait upon hia coelome ra, and honea by atrtet attention to their wanta
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he ham
hitherto reeeWed.
E G. MATO.

PRESS,

LYNCH.

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
jc23dtf

S. H. COLES WORTH Y,

Physicians and Families

snbecriber would
JHE
nounce to
hia

Sugar PLefinery,

June 23,1862.

books. Cases renewed
June 24. 1802,

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PASSADUXKXAO, XAOT.
generally, that daring the temporary
ompulaory auaprnaion of hia bnaineaa ha

Directly over the Magnetic Telegraph OiBcc, Fourth
Story, where all varieties of

THOR.

B. BKOWl A

JUU.\

mt

ADAXS, Proprietor.

tubllc

terms.

63 Exchange Stheet.

M.

BARKER,

PORTLAND,

market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
ovcry kind in use at wholesale prices.

neatly

rKLKG

C*raer •€ Pearl

No. 175 Middle Street, Portland, Me.,

not

LYNCH,

Jone 23.

stock to be found in this

as

Widgery's Wharf,)

Hair Way Dasra Willow Street,

PAPERS

and Picture

head of

SIGrNJ-

variety, quality and price, embracing all
styles of gold papers manufactured, together with a full stock of Satina, mediums and com-

Done

Hm been removed from the office over Casco Bank,
office of the

H.

ji^CHAS*

to the

je23dtf

Of every
the various

in Advance!

from

JOHN B. HUDSON, Jr.,

If

G-rocers,

Portland. Me.
JOHJt

Is selected with the greatest care from the best Foreign and American Houses, and embraces every article needed for public offices. Counting Houses and
private uses, and at lowest prices.

Book-Binding

OUSHINOj

DAILY

WILLIAM CAPEN,

papers—the largest

FOSTER d-

tout.

j.a.

STATIONERY

(Opposite

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Titlnrt Frames, Taper Hanson fane; Goods, If., it,

#13 to #22 per month, pay and rations
to commence from the date of enlistment. Three
years unless sooner discharged.

Pay

$25

Decorative Painting.

good

ME.

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

For

j Pay
unpaid

THOS. 11.

Onssettings,

baud and made to order,
style and fidtsh. From our long
every variety
experience, we are enabled to o^r to the trade and
our customers better bargains id quality and prices,
than can be found in any other tstablishment in the
State. Our stock of

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

dtf

je24tf

—

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

on

earner

TERMS MODERATE, FOR BOARD BT WEEK
OR DAY.

FINDINGS,

"Wholesale

Caagrtaa,

ma

THIS la the largeet Hotel la the State, poe■eaalnr all the modem
Impreraraate, and
flrat claw in eery
appointment.

STREET.

JOHN LYNCH & (O^

of

rortlEiid

E sta'blish.ment.

jcS0-3md* w

PA PERU ANTING

Resi-

$37 Advance Bounty from the
V. S. Government!

To be

To commence 60 days after the dale of the assessment
HENRY I*. LORI), Treasurer k Collector.

CHAS. K. OltOSMAN.

OP

PORTLAND,

c. B. breed.

PORTLAND, ME.

the
res-

ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,

$45 Advance Bounty front State!

remaining
asdeivmeut,
INTEREST WILL BE CHARGED,

a

by

60 Union, four doors from Middle Street,

IIALL I. DAVIS,

Three per cent. Diaconnl

rnos.nA>

be wanted

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,

STATIONERY,

Bitrated

ma

EXTEND aDd RE-

Elastic

AND

Kaaraat

Preble Streeta.

L. J. CROSS,

-OR WITHIS-

3D rug

IMPORTERS

Lasting*, Serges,

1>

BLANK BOOK AND

mon

Will

Being the date of addeadment,
FIVE PER CENT. DISCOUNT,

Free Street.

—

dtf

moat central Honae in the etty.
Kailrosda and Steam boata.

PRINTING

BREED & TIKEY,

66 Exchange Street.

Largeat,

PREBLE HOUSE,

5011

share of business it

A

pectfully requested.
PORTLAND, OFFICE 106 MIDDLE

NOYES,

v

ROOM

Thirty Days from this Date,

New

community.

FHOPHIHTOR,

gyilORSES AND CARRIAGES TO LET
Jnlld—3m

Jull7—d3w

Premium Blank Books

THE

_

be pleated to NOTE,
WILL
CORD any proteat that

commercial

Sell Cheap.

*

THE 17th REGIMENT TO BE RAISED IMMEDIATE!. V AND RENDEZVOUS AT
TORTLAND !

to

ju!2*5tf

mar

66 and

FORWARD TO THE RESCUE !

BOOK

RESIDENCE No. 80 CHESTNUT ST., PORTLAND.

Letter, note, Cap and Record papers, Envelopes—
white and buff, Gold Pens, .Steel Pens, ice., fcc. Every article at lowest rates. W* Buy foe Cash and

STREET,

THE

-AMD-

JOHN W. HUNGER,
NOTARY PUBLIC,

HOUSE,

O. X. SHAW,

Examinations from $1 to $5.

STATIONARY.

Portland, June 23.18G2.

BAKOOK

BANGOR, ME..

any knowledge derived from the patient,
the hand upou the head, or sitting
in the presence of the patieut.

We make to order every kind of Blauk Book used
Banks, Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Count jug Houses.

of

Awciwora of the City of Portland having
committed to me, with a warrant for collecting
the same, the Tax Lift lor the prevent year, notice u
hereby given that on all taxed paid within

WII.I.

REMOVAL!

by

of

_H O TELS.

AND

Journals, Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Docket*, Letters, Masonic
and Church Collectors Books.

BAILEY A

the close of the War!

Land at

THOMAS,

A HD-

IMI

execute In mi trtixlie tn.nncr all
Ornamental Painting, such as

Bounty

a

PRINTING.

ACHES relieved, and the natnre
and location of Diseases described and pointed
PAINS
out. without

Establiikrd ia 1825.

N-crtice.

Portland, July 29, 1862.

ADVANCE!

C.

NO 39

NEagnetic 3?h.ysician,

NOYES,

WAREHOUSE !

right.’

Will be allowed. On all Taxed
Four Month.* after the date of the

Bounty of-

•

by simply laying

RALLY TO THE FLAG !

Richmond is one vast hospital. Two hundred and twelve were buried from a single hospital in one day, negroes lieing compelled to
perforin the work.
After the late battles, every man in Richmond possessed of three shirts was compelled
to give one to the army, such was the
scarcity
of clothing.
It was stated in the Examiner office in my
hearing that Lee had 220,000 men in the late
battles, and 40,000 In Richmond ns a reserve.—
Even the rebels accorded to McClellan the
greatest praise for his masterly retreat. On
the 2d of July the Examiner announced that
he was surrounded, driven into a swamp, and
his stores, ammunition, artillery and wagons
captured. Jackson, it is said, was in his rear,
Huger on his left. Hill and Longstrect on his
front, and Magruder on his right, and the next
day it was confidently expected, he would be
escorted through the streets in a cage 1 Next
day, however, the tune had changed, and the
Examiner began its display head to the news
with tills line, ‘The bird has flown! The rebels were out-generalcd, and McClellan all

Silly Day*

&

—AND—

Thirteenth street, a
few doors from the Exominer office, in a building styled ‘Tile Sailor’s Home.’

Oollector’s

Man!

GRANVILLE M. CHASE, I llecrniting
W.M. M. CUSHMAN,
j Officer.,
tf
22,1662.
July

on

FOR

DR.

EXCHANGE ST.

trill mcrep Ihr James Hirer.' While this is
undoubtedly bombast, it Is certain she has one
feature of formidahleness not itossesscd by
Merrimac No. 1—her armor plating extends
belotr the tcater line.
Singularly enough, her crew is to consist only of the old crew of Merrimac the first. The

TAXES

a

OFFICE 168 FORE

were

quartered

IN

160 Acres of

employed upon her.—
She is the pride of the Richmonders, who rely
upon her for the defense of the city as much
as upon their armies.
It is boastinglv declared
and universally believed by them,'that Wie

were

of-

$75 at the Close of the War!

easy to be seen what number of guns she was
to carry, as well as their approximate character.
From other information, however, I can
state that she will carry one bow, one stern,
and three side guns. They are to be of the
same description as those which arc mounted
at Fort Darling, their ability to
pierce our
iron-armed vessels, having, in the attack upon
that fortress been exemplified—at least to the
satislaction of Secesh. The balls to l>c used
arc steel-pointed, and were lieing made on the
day of our departure, as well as previously.
She is no doubt completed by this time'and
ready for offensive operations, as a very large

men

total

a

With

deck, and extending out six or eight feet.
Although her armament was of course not
yet on board, its character was no secret. The
entire public having access to the vessel, it was

gang of workmen

BAILEY

SIaihk

Bounty paid by the United States,
State and City,

_G.

t'ouellilwr

a

BOOKS!

In additiou to the

The New Mkrkim ac.—We find the following contribution in the Baltimore American,
from a Mr. Dolan, who has recently been in
Richmond:

hoillftltl

Company to join
KkUIMENT,

a

ACCOUNT

Manufactured and for Sale by

To be ready and mustered into the United States
Service, within ten days!

than that inaugurated by Peter the Hermit.
A Cromwellian army, clad in the
panoply of a
holy principle, nerved with the enthusiasm of
a true idea—who shall stand
against it.
I wish you could stand upon the
piazza of
our headquarters, and look down
upon the
lovely valley of the Rappahannock, and the
tree embow ered
city of Fredericksburg. The
wealthy reltel who planned and erected this
handsome mansion for us, is certainly entitled
to great credit for his taste and liberality. But
we shall
probably enjoy only for a brief period
his involuntary hospitality. The air is full of
the whispers of change, and we hope soon to
set our faces toward the Southern Cross.
F. N.
__

WEi¥

66 AND 58 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

holier struggle

a

WORE

1802.

BUSINESS CARDS.

NOWIN THE FIELD.

COMMUNICATIONS.

Union

BLANK

FEW

cru-

“Sunday three weeks I was on board the
Merrimac, being anxious to get a look at her
or All communications intended for the paper i before I came away. She is a very formidable
should be directed to tbe "Editors qfthe Press,” and
vessel, constructed with much skill.
Her
those of a business character to the Publishers.
wood work w as then finished. On the following day she was taken across the river to the
0F“The Portland Daily and Maine State
Tredegar Works to have her plating put on.
Press Office, in Fox Block, No. 82£ Exchange
The plates are alsnit ten feet long, and ten
8treet, is open at all hours during the day and eveinches in width. They are punched entirely
ning, from 7 o'clock in the morning to 9 in the
through with holes for the insertion of the
evening.
bolts, and will overlap one another when in
nr Job Printing of every description executed
position.
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the ofLike Merrimac No. 1, she is a formidable
fioe or paper promptly transacted on application as
ram, but is somewhat smaller than the great
above.
original, which, in every other respectjshe
greatly resembles. Her roof runs up to a peak
of such a hight that the sides lise at a sharp
angle. When ironed, and her machinery put
in, her guards will probably not be over one
foot above the water. Being much smaller,
From the N. Y. Chriftiau Enquirer.
she will be far more manageable than Merrimac the First.
Her guards were about six II.
Army Correspondence.
a!Hive the water's edge. The ram was well
Camp opposite
)

as

A

WANTED!

vance.

sleeping.
Thank,

BOOKS & STATIONERY,

go,one

sade it will be, when Father Abraham shall at
last lift, high the sacred oriflamme for “God
and lilierty.” From that hour, our
army becomes invincible.
There is no great cause for
enthusiasm in the effort to
bring back to their
old privileges, slavery and all. the recreant
but
when the issue is distinctly made
States;
between freedom and slavery,
every volunteer

MORNING, AUGUST 7,

MILITARY.

some

Is published at No. 82J EXCHANGE STREET,
in FOX BLOCK,
by
foot an,

costly ami terrible one. but the President’s
proclamation, and the changing tone of

late

THURSDAY

J. H. COOK.

SHOP

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
in

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS
Tcrtland, June 26,1862.

as

article

ent wants.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete out tit at this establishment, without the trouble
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; and the subscriber is contideut that, combining
as he does the various branches of house-tarnishing
busings, he can offer goods at prices that will n<4
fail of proving satisfactory on examination.

138 and 140 Middle Street, Portland.
daw

June 28,1881.

dtf

,

count to secure its transmission by the closing
Oration before the Literary Societies,
lion doin College*
mail. The supplement to this article, forwardTuesday afternoon, In the Congregational j ed by the special train, will give further de-

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND,

MAINE.

Brunswick, the annual oration was
delivered before tlie College Literary Societies by Henry F. Durant, Esq., of Boston,

Church at

Thursday Morning, August 7, 1862.
--moo--

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS.
FOR

|

tails.

having volunteered in their country’s
service, this number amounting to nearly 3:5

brought out, and he speaks
fluency, in a clear, ringing
voice, uses language of most exquisite beauty,
and illustrates his points by figures and similes
of surpassing taste and elegance. His subject

ABNER COBURN,
OF SKOWHEGAN.
For Boprwontatlvc* to ronBrow,
Third District..1 AMES G. BLAINE, of Auputa.
Fifth District .FREDERIC A. 1TKE, of Calais.

|

the orator travelled in

roottook. .T8AAC HACK EM, of Fort Fairfield.
Fork..JOHN WENTWORTH, of lottery,
GIDEON 8. TUCKER, of Saco,
LUTHER SANBORN, of l’arsonsteld.

path.

Mr. I), referred to

writers

For County Commissionors,
Afoot foot....THOM AS J. BROWN, of Hodpion.
NATHAN S. LUFKIN, of FAton Gr’t.
Fork....DIM ON ROBERTS, of Lyman,
ALFRED HULL, of Sliapleigh.

Hon. George Evans, who informed

entirely different I
the sneers of English

an

Sidney Smith school, that
no scholars, and the sarcasm
hurled hack the ineflahly mean

of the

America has
with which he

“Let children learn the mighty deeds.“

1

from

a

single commencement,
aright, lie was absent

recollect

that

a

applause.

on

this and tiie other excellent
er

For Sheri®,
WILLIAM SMALL, of Fort FalrHeld.
Aroostook
York..GEORGE GOODWIN, of Wells.

uproarous applause.
Tlie oration was an argument for the education of the masses; a noble vindication of tlie

For County Treasurers,
Aroontook....SAM'L BRADBURY, of N. Limerick
York.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.

honest poor; and every poor boy Isforc him I infer that the orator had

most

received witli tiie most generous
We will take occasion to speak of

we

speeches

at

anoth-

time.

Governor Washburn's fluttering allusion to
Gen. Howard, led all eyes towards tiie young
hero, and called him to his feet He was re-

gentlemen announced as speakers in the foreI going programme. The Latin salutatory was
pronounced with much force and with occa-

ceived with tiie most tumultous applause, and
he spoke feelingly, and in perfect harmony

1

sional vehemence of manner, from which we
a lire subject in hand,

with the remarks whieli had preceded him.
Rev. John R. Adams, Chaplain of the Maine

have felt inspired with feelings of noble
though, being in a (had language, it did not 5th Regiment, was introduced, and made a few
purpose and resolves of high aim to realize all
take deep hold of living souls.
We learn
!
heartfelt remarks, in which lie spoke of the
For Registers of Deeds,
; that the brilliant s|>eaker contended was posfrom one of the Professors, that the brilliant
often heaped upon our real Christian
eulogies
1
Northern
District.
CORMIER,
dreesfso*
LOUIS
sible for the American buy. As every child is
passage which brought down the “college
J o A BARTON. Southern District.
soldiers, even by men making no pretences to
i a possible angel, so, he contended, every
York.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.
boys,” was the speaker's allusion to the recent a religious life.
1
American boy is a possible scholar, statesman,
of the Treasurer’s office, in which was
burning
Hon. H. F. Thomas, of Mass., was called out,
I
CMBgrmigml Convent ion.
philosopher and man of distinction. If we consumed several college relics, among the and made a brief hut effective
speech. He
are
informed
this
fine
of
FIRST DISTRICT.
correctly
specimen
rest the original President’s rliuir, so humble
was followed by Mr. Durant of Boston, who
the Boston Lawyer, with a practice worth
in its construction that it was brought from
The Republicans, and all other citisens of the First
made a lirief speech, but one of the most efCongressional District, who support tie Mate and
MMOQ a year, is a noMe illustration of bis Bath by the now venerable ltev. Dr. Jenks of fective of
the occasion. Rev. Dr. Hitchcock,
in
National Administrations, sre requested to meet
own argument, having himself, by his own inconvention at the City Hall, la Portland, on TcaaBoston, in hi* ehator. Upon learning of its
of
New
made the closing speech, and it
York,
A
r*at, the nth da* of Aag«*t neat, at II o’clcok.
domitable will aud energies, battled down all
destruction, the venerable Doctor forwarded
was worthy of the occasion, hut we must deM
for the pnrp«aw of nominating a candidate to reand
risen
from
to
emiI another, which doe#
>>p|>ositiou,
oliseurity
present the district in the MMl Cotigress
duty on the pnnent occa- fer all comments till another time.
The ham* of representation will In? as fbltewB Each
nence.
77.0., at any rate, is one of New Eug- 1 *1* mi. and w hich, as we write, enfolds in its
ettv and town will U entitled to one delegate, and to
Iron air own Correspondent.
land's "peculiar” institutions. The oration
one additional delegate fbr e*err srvent*-five votes
arms the person of Maine's honored Chief
east for the Republican candidate fur Governor in
letter from “Dow n Kast."
i was marked by an iulmsiHrit feeling, t(orderMagistrate.
tan.
The Committee will be la session at the Cite Hall,
ing closely upon hate, against ail English imThe speaker retired from the stage amid the
Eantftorl the jumping <>Jf place—John \eal—
la Portland, on the morniag of the Couvcatioa, at
The n/Urndid ntrtimer S'lC England—her
portations. whether intellertual or material, usual «hower of boquets. prepared, doubtless,
H, A. M.. to nsceiir credentials.
and appointment*.
Job*
Lt»«
•*.
Katu'l G. Mawball,
ojfiecn
\
| and he contended thM the scholar should lafor
the
and
made
occasion,
specially
up strong
J A. Watbbbai,
m«auK t.RMaa,
Kastpobt, August 1, ISt',2.
1
bor
to
achieve
for
oar
a
new
declaraoi
|>a*ikl
Htixso*.
with reference to bard usage; for these bis
country
i,
Job* I>. Dk
liBU II Kbowltoo.
We Iwvc often heard particular localities
tion of independence from the dominating
the rounds in regular circle*, being
qoets
go
Committee.
District
Republican
spoken of as the "jumping off place," and here
control of English idea aud modes of thought,
Jnly 14, 1MB.
thrown from the galleries, gathered up by the
without doubt, we have found it. for geographI which rccogniic only the aristocracy and nohonored speakers, carried off amid the plaudit*
fl flBKIILAXD COt MTV
bility, while the poor are overlooked and for- of the assembly, only to lie returned to the ically, we are standing on the extreme eastern
AND
point of land belonging to the United States.
gotten.
galleries in season for the neat one upou
Turning directly w estward, the same beneficent
v nation.
M fr—mini DMrtrt
MEMMMTM ««*
llllll
Concert by the Germ Asians.
lltupir.
IHextends its case over a territory
governmeut
fore
llie
doN
of
the
exercises
will
show
they
The annual evening concert, given hr the
TV liMbUfM*. and all other* la the County of
three thousand miles in length, including the
of sustaining the prrsthe wear anil tear of the struggle through
CaiaVriand. wV are In
Germania
under
the
of
the
Band,
auspices
oot National and State Administrate. and fi*r the
eastern States with all their va«t commercial
which they hare passed, and reft in no more of
■gr i- and final wiarwinm of the existing nicked
Graduating Glass, was a perfect success in all
and industrial interests: the West with its
and ground No* rebellion ag»in*t the best government
their morning freshness, than do the uniforms
In the world, nt n baton rr «>»t of lift* and property,
respect". Of the first iui|H>rtaiiee in its telling
prairies—the granary of the world: and the
of our returning soldier* of the glare of the
arr rion—ted to end delegate* to meet in the Nan
effect upon the receipt* of the occasion, waa
almost uninhabited and unknown regions lieCmr Hall In Portland. on
tinsel
which
them
wheu
gaudy
sparkled upon
the »i «■ of the audience, which crowded the
Traauav, Ararer W. NR
tween the Mississippi and the Pacific.
That
left the place of their first peaceful renat |0 o’clock in the forenoon. for t V purj*ose of dobspacious house iu every part,—nave, transepts, i they
is our country. That is the country which
i naiing candidate* for
dezvou*.
galleries ami even the aisles, whieh were tilled |
Kiuistu or Daaoa.
otir fathers dedicated to freedom and human
The second speaker had the independence
C'ochty CWMBfilORHi
up with temporary seats.
form Tbkascrkk,
progress forever. Alas! that its sky should
! to ignore the silk surplice, ami to stand out in
While all tlie parts were so well sustained it
Kuxiurr.
la- darkened w ith tlte storm of revolution, and
the lull proportions of his manhood, as though
torkTY Attorney, and
may seem invidious to particularize, but at the
Noun Senator*
that even now a great political curse entailed
he was not ashamed of his nether limbs. It
risk of living thought invidious we cannot
Also Id elect r County Committee for the easuiug
upon us by the founders of our government
was unfortunate for him, however, that his
year
avoid mentioning a lew of the pieces whieh
has at last involved us in all the horrors of civEach city and towa will be entitled to two delewas
committed.
part
badly
were received w ith peculiar satisfaction by the
gate*. and one delegnte in addition for the first fifty
il war. \\ hat was thought by many would be
The w ar and this “infernal reliellion” affords
vote*, and one delegate for each one hundred*rote*
and called forth the most generous
audience,
the
when
fraction
exone
and
fiftvi.
delegate
an advantage and a blessing, is threatening our
(above
themes
and
illustrations
for
of
the
j
many
ceed* fifty' vote*. cast for the Republican candidate
applause. Song without words was of this
for Governor in HKI. aamely
sjwakers, and show that even through student very existence. On the east from where I
chararter, so, too. Concert Waltz—“Dream
4
4
Baldwin,
Naples,
stand, Passamaquoddy bay stretches as far as
life, the great tidal wave of public feeling chits
4
6
North Yarmouth
on the Ocean,” by Gung'l.
The German song,
Bridgton,
the eye can reach, which with its numerous isand flows.
fi
ft
New Gloucester,
Brunswick.
"The two Grenadiers,” by Mrs. Jenny Ketnp4
t ape Elizabeth,
fi
CHlsfield.
lands, is said to compare favorably with the
SUPPLEMENT.
22
4
Casco.
Portland,
ton—formerly Mi-s Jenny Twitchcll—took the
of Naples. They belong to tlte British
4
4
Pownal,
Cumberland,
bay
After the foregoing was securely in the
4
audience by »torin. and was encored with the
4
Falmouth,
Raymond,
crown, whose political sages and aristocrats
6
fi
standish,
Freeport.
hands
of
the
of
Uncle
Sam.
postal messenger
greatest earnestness. The Solo on the Flute
A
4
Gorham,
Scarboro,
now fret and grow l at us like a lion in his lair.
3
4
Kebago.
Gray.
by Kohler, »i< particularly tine in Its tones we repaired again to the Church and found,
But probably the reader would like to know
4
7
Westbrook,
llarywwell,
and wronderfnl In its execution. The Evening
despite the excessive heat of the day, the at- bow we reached this extreme
0
4
Harmon,
Windham,
point of Yankee
Ymrmouth.fi.
tendance
unabated.
The
trains
from
Bath and
Serenade was not without merit. That whicli
civilization and refinement. Be it known,
The County Committee will be in session at the
carried all by storm, however, was the closing
Augusta arrived about this time, with long
New City Hall, August 19, at 8 o'clock, A M.
therefore, that yesterday morning the steamer
The Cftairmeuof the several town Committees an*
lines of cars filled to repletion.
\nlionnl Potpnvrrf'—a
piece—“
medley
X ew E\(iLAXI),started from Boston on her first
to
of
their
forward
the
names
to
delegatee
requested
made tip from all our best national airs, by the
the Chairman of the County Committee as soon as
We have not the space to speak in detail
trip to East|K>rt and St. John. By special inbe
chosen.
they may
whole Band. We are told that it was deemed
and at length of the several (tarts taken by the
IIenj. Kingsbury, Jr.,
vitation, we represented the Press among othprudent, alter the close of the concert, to ex- graduating class. Several parts were omitted er
Clement Phinney,
guests, and at half past four o'clock we
Luke Brown,
amine the rafters and roof of the church genfrom the programme. The oration by Drake,
O. G. Cook,
found ourself on hoard at the Kailroad wharf.
see
to
that
no
of
had
Elbkidoe G. Waoo,
been suserally,
Bath, was in plain simple style and botraytd
damage
In half an hour we started. The city never
Daniel Elliot,
tained by the wild and uproarous cheers ami
a good share of common sense.
Donnell, of looked more beautiful than it did as we
Republican County Committee.
passed
td
July 29, 1832.
applause with which the closing piece was Portland, on the Lessons of Suffering, did down the harbor, and the boat, moving along
himself
much
anti
ids
was
considcredit,
jiart
greeted. We do not avouch for the truth of
slowly as if to exhibit her fine proportions to
Congressional Convention.
ered one of the best on the the list, though by
this report, but we do aver that the architecttlte critical denizens ou sltorc, soon passed out
SECOND DISTRICT.
some it might be thought rather too solemn
ural strength of the edifice was found adequate
by the fort and into the magnificent bay befor so young a man.
to the occasion.
The Republicans and all other citizens of the SecWe like especially, this arrangement of
ond Congressional District who support the State aud
Hill, of Hiddeford, pronounced a manly ora- yond.
National Administration*, are requested to meet In
it gives passengers an opporCommencement Exercises at Bowdoin
Convention by delegates, at Auburn, on Friday, the
tion, one of the I test, and an allusion to “Hon- starting early;
to see the beantiAil islandsjn Casco bay,
tunity
8th day of August next, at three o’clock in the afterCollege.
est Old Abe” was loudly applauded by the
noo, for the purpose of nominating a candidate to
any personal acquaintance, but still front boyYesterday, Wednesday, eatne off at Bruns- audieucc. Mark, of Portland, gave a good
represent the Distaict iu the XXXVIIIth Congress.
will be as follows: Each
The basis of
hood we have known something of him and
representation
wick
usual
the
exercises
of
the
“Hidden
Power.”
Pierce of Mongraduating essay upon
city, town and plantation shall be entitled to one delbefore
dark, and that is worth a trip to Eastfor
the
first
An
additional
class. The ordinary array of dignitaries were
delegate
seventyegate.
mouth, gate a high-toned disquisition upon
five votes cast lor the Republican candidate for Govport at any time. The boat was crow tied with
“True Valor,” and an allusion to Gen. Howpresent, with a large sprinkling of distinguished
ernor in 1881; and one for each additional one hundred votos cast for said candidate. A majority fracpassengers, and for more than an llbur there
men from other States.
At a few minutes beard, then upon the platform, was received with
tion of one hundred to be entitled to an additional
was a general bustle on board, procuring tickfore 11, A. M.. the procession entered the house,
delegate.
rapturous applause.
A. C. Hkwey,
J. B. Ham,
ets and state rooms, looking after baggage,
whose
anti
were
Lieut.
Mattocks, of Portland, ignoring the
galleries
transepts
already
Kidney Pekham,
Sylvestkr Oakes,
and making preparations for the voyage. EvJofiiAH Merkow,
E. W. Woodbury,
crowded with lieauty and grace, attracted to
surplice, stood out in manly form, with a true
Andrew Lixrcott,
erything soon settled down as calmly as tlte
this
festival.
The
with
no
airs
greatannual
1832.
District
Com.
soldierly bearing, revealing
President,
Republican
pedantic
July 9th,
sea beneath us. and before sunset we passed
his official robes andjtis fantastic antique cap,
by donning gilt buttons and shoulder straps,
w hose head was covered with a
Old Second District—Vacancy.
nightoccupied the neatly draped pulpit, while Gov. to which he is justly entitled, but dressed in Seguin,
of fog!
eap
Washburn sat in front upon the stage, and
The Republicans aud all other citizens of the Seccitizen's
discussed in sensible lanplain
garb,
ond Congressional District a* it existed under the
We recognized but one passenger on board,
Hon. Senators, Judges, D.Ds. LL.Ds, and othguage upon “The Crusade’s.” Pope, of Whitformer
apportionment, who support the State and
and that was John Neal, Esq. We never had
National Administrations, are requested to meet in
er dignified
characters flanked the stage on
on
the
Power
of
a
ney villc,
Music, gave very
Convention by delegates, in Auburn Hall, Auburn,
his works. He belongs to a generation of
right and left. The Germania Band did up plea-ant disquisition.
on Friday the 8th day of August next, at 10 o'clock
American authors that have nearly passed
in the forenoon, for the pur]>o*e of nominating a canthe musical honors of the occasion, and did
of
had
the
boldness
to
Magrath,
Gardiner,
didate to represent the District for the remainder of
but their works will live long alter the
away,
them well.
the XXXTilth t !nnrre——to fill the vacancy caused
the
cause
of
that
(dead
bloody French tyrant,
by the resiguation of Hon. C. W. Walton.
fugitive and trashy literature of our own day
and though he succeeded in
was offered by the venerable BenjaPrayer
ltobespicrre,
The basis of
will be as in the other
represeutatiou
is forgotten. We well remember his connexCouveulion uotitted above.
min Tappan, D. D., of An ;usta. The regular
bringing out whatever of good there was of
H G. Kras.
J. W. Fairbanks,
ion with Weld, (now an honored Episcopal
his
exercises of tile graduating class then proWm Kilbourxe. Benj’n Furbish,
hero, and was showered with boquets, we
I
July 10, 1861
Republic*u District Com.
clergyman,) in editing the old Boston Galaxy.
doubt if lie satisfied his audience that Robesceeded in order. The following is the proWhat delight they took in throwing hot shot
was
a
man
be
to
loved
distributed
for
bis
the
church:
pierre
gramme,
through
goodness
Republican Ward Caucus.
each other! All their warfare, however, did
at
TV Republicans aud all otlier citizens of this city,
EXERCISES OF CANDIDATES FOR THE DE- : or to be remembered for his virtues.
wlio support tV Mat* and Natoonal Administration's,
not lend to any rebellion; they both handled
GREE OK BACHELOR OK ARTS.
Morse, of Ilridgton, gave a pleasant phUoare requested to meet in their various wards, on
heavy guns, but unlike Berdan’s sharpshootthe late, lamented patriot,
Friday Eienifif, August Nth,
1. —Salutary Oration in Latin. [Sapphic and Adoniau] I sophical essay upon
ers, the heavier their shot, the greater their
At 7$ ©’dock, to select three delegates from each
the gifted son of letters, w hose life
8ylvwtor Burnham, Newbury port, Max*.
Hinthrop,
ward, fa attend tV District Convention to be held iu
concord! As he passed us we could not help
2. —Disquisition.
War.
was
laid
his
ultar
at
early
this city Ang 12th, for the purpose of nominating a
upon
country's
Big
Chari** Wldgery MJIlikeu, Buxton.
i n..ti,.,t
candidate to represent tV First District in the 88th
repeating several lines from his “fluins of
must

[

J

|

«

!

|

J

< ougret; tV delegates thus selected are to choose six
delegate* at large.
Ward 1 will meet at the Engine House.
"
2 **
Ward Room, Congress Kt.
•«
..
8 M
Mvrtlefit.
4.Old City HaU.
"
fi •*
Ward Room, South Kt.
•*
•*
6 •*
Spring Kt.
"
**
**
7 **
Brackett Kt.
Per order Republican City Commute*.
*•

**

3. —DUquiaition.
4. —Literary

Modern Delusion*.
Albion Burbank, Limerick.
Disquisition. The Stater* Bronte.
.Samuel Page Dame, Exeter. X. H.

6.—Philoaophical diaqtiieitiou. The Democratic EJe■noitf

*•

it. I iforalnr..

Almon

*•

M

ewtorook.
of Westbrook, and afl other* who
Tbr
Republican*
tlie
.'•tat*'and
National
Administration, will
•upport
meet at the Town Hou*e in »aid town on Saturday,
at
o'clock
M
to
6
IV
select delegate* for
9th,
Aufruit

Public Station.

7. —Oration.

The Demon of Socrates.
Ellis Richmond

Isaac Bassett

CongreaMouaJ

Westbrook.

and Senatorial Convention*.
Per order of Town Committee.
Aug. 1. 1802.

Scarborough—Caucus.
Tbr Republicans of Scarborough, and all oilier, fa.
vorabb- to
Maleaud National Adminiatra-

8. —Discussion.
Truth aud Character.

Charles Henry Verrill, Auburn.
9. —Disquisition. Lessons of Suffering.
William El ling wood Donnell, Portland.
10. —Literary Disquisition. The Secret of Success.
William Albert Hnbbie, Garland.
11.—Literary Disquisition. Life’s True Memorial.
John Melvin Pease, Judson, Min,
12. —Oration. Warren

tin*present

tiot»,are requested

moot in caucus at tin’ Towu house
In «aid towu, on Monday I hr 11th day of August, inst.,
at 5o'clock. I*. M.. tochoosr three delegates to attend
the First Congressional District Convention, tube
bolden in Portland on Tuesday the 12lh day of Aug.,
lust., to nominate a candidate for representation to
Congress. Also to choose four delegates to attend
the Cumberland County Convention, to lie liotdeu in
Portland on Tuesday tin* 1th h day of August, inst., to
nominate candidates for
officers.
Per order of the Town Committee.
Scarborough, Aug. 4, 1862.
to

county

A Nest of Counterfeiters Broken Up

—It is well known that for

some

weeks this

city «nd surrounding towns have been flooded
with counterfeit money; bogus halves and
quarters have lieen abundant. For several
weeks, U. S. Marshal Clark has been quietly
on the track of the rascals, and has at last succeeded in arresting one of the manufacturers,
who resides iu Massachusetts, anil several dealThe manufacturer and
ers in this vicinity.
one of the dealers were hound over iu the U.
S. Court

yesterday.

Marshal

CLARK

has

a

arge number of names implicated iu the uearious business. All credit is due to Mr. Clark
or

the

success flil

ferreting out of the scoundrels,

Engind—keen, quick, shrewd and persevering—
ogues And there is no escaping him. They
might as well “come down" first a. last.
le is

one

of the liest Itetectice* in New

jy Last evening a large and enthusiast e
meeting was held in Brunswick, in the
‘ongregalivnal Church, and Gov. Washburn
■id several distinguished • rangers addree e I
.Te meeting.

sar

Choate, Naples.

Drake, Bath.
The influence of Opposition upon

tanrim-H

tbe

Ooodwin, Baldwin.

6. —Oration.

13. —Oration.

Hastings.
Frank Alpine Hill,

Biddeford.

Nature’s Secrets.

Henry Hastings Hunt,
14. —Discussion. Manliness.
Marcus

13.—Disquisition.

National
Albert Coorgc*

16. —Disquisition.

Wight. Jr.,

Corham.

Brunswick.

Hidden Power.
(jeorge Adams

Mark. Portland.

Disquisition. Ancient aud Modern Notions of Liberty.
Howard Lyman Prince, Cumberland.
18. —Literary Disquisition. True Valor.
17. —Literary

Pierce, Monmouth.
19. —Philosophical Disquisition. The Crusades.
Charles Porter Mattoeks, Portland.
John Edwin

20. —Oration.

The

Supernatural

in Hawthorne.
Dorville Libby, Saco.

21. —Oration.—claims of

Mediocrity.

Augustus Newbert Liuscott. Newcastle.
22. —Oration.

Self

Victory.
Henry Otis Thayer,

23— Disquisition.
Claim of humanity upon the
Christian Soldier.
Suuiuel Wiggiu Pearson, Aina
Retribution of Perverted
l*aac \\ irnti Starhird, Litchfield.
Disquisition. The Power of Music.

24.—Disquisition.
(iikmI.
26. —Liteiary

watch their next

The

Charles Henry Pope, Whitueyville.
2).—Philo»ophi« al Disquisition Rolw-pierre
John Thomas

Magratli, Cardiuer
27.—Philosophical Disquisition. Theodore Winthrop.
Eugene I’utnam Morse, Bndgtou
28. —Poem. (Substituted for an Oratiou ]
Edward N« a man Packard, Biddeford.
EXERCISES FOB THE DECREE OF MASTER
01 MW*
29—Oration.
Mr lleury Melville

King, Newtou Centre, Mass.
#).—Vafedictorr Oiati<»n in Latin.
Mr. Stephen Jewett Young. Cardiner

music,

followed up to the
time when we were obliged to close this ac-

i-jH

il

with

was

masses, began to roll in from the eastward, and through the whole night we were
advised of its presence by the screaming whistle which warned the
our

on

to

space compel us to omit the
name** of those receiving the other degrees.—
Time and

conferred upon 25 members
of the graduating class, and 7 mewlier* of
past rhemes; that of A. M. was conferred upon

gentlemen.
Prayer from Rev.

Prof.

Whittlesey

closed

and but little time

church,
was spent in forming the procession, which set
Its laces towards the ludl of feasting, where,
after satisfying the creature demands, a “feast
of reason and flow of soul” was in w aiting to
close the festivities of the day.

the exercises in the

AT THE DINNER-TABLE.

The well-tilled

Hall,

were

w

ith whose

en-

her

safety.

a

She is

tions for three hundred passengers. For the
comfort of travellers she has a well
stored larder, and her table d'hote is
the lx’st hotels in Portland

or

equal

Boston.

to

She

1

registers about nine hundred tons, anil her enThe
of sixteen hundred horse power, are ca13 young medical I gines,
pable of propelling her fourteen knots an

of ’58.

M. I>. was conferred upon

Coyle,

su-

esjs’clal

22 in course, and upon 1 out of course, to wit:
Edwin Seabury, class of f:tt; John S. liar I,

*57; ami
degree of

B.

built under the

ward of the ladies'saloon, on the main deck’
there are tw o large state rooms fitted up to
aeroiinnodntc families. .She has accommoda-

was

class of

was

provision w hich adds greatly
supplied with Ingersoll’s
metallic life boats and life-preservers, and her
saloon* arc elegantly furnished, and the most
brilliantly lighted of any I have ever seen. For-

compartment,

parchments.

Fuller,

She

strong as wood and iron can make it, and fifty
feet of her bow is enclosed in a water-tight

The honorary degree of I.L. D. was conferred upon Rev. Win. Jenks, I). D., of Boston.

class of T»1; John N.
Frank Scwall, class

this route.

ergy and capabilities the travelling public have
long been acquainted. The bull is built as

made short work in “liuishing off” tin*
young gentlemen, by conferring the degrees

delivering

every live minutes,

as

pervision of ("apt. J.

know

should come in.”

the

often

as

vessels of

grated very harshly on our
drowsy censorium! The sea was smooth, and
the boat “walked the water like a thing of
life,” and we swept on towards the ea»t—the
pluce of light—leaving mermaids, and nymphs
and naiads all alone in their glory behind us.
This boat is oue of tin- most elegant and
thoroughly made steamers that w as ever put

ner,

and

presence

neighboring

and in tones that

laugh
President Woods, doubtless under the inspiration of a keen appetite for the waiting din-

The foregoing order of exercises, interTM

neighbor to

fog,

in

heavy

many cases from those as ignorant of its signification jus ourself, and some of w hom were
<•
“where the

We read that poem w ith a thrilling
to be forgotten while standing

never

upon uiose rums a dozen years ago.
We had just passed Seguin, when the

drew forth the usual quota of applause, in

That of A. B.
South Paris

interest

and to call forth the most generous burst of
applause. A Latin valedictory follow ed, which

obliged to

Boasting.

Munson, So. Limington.

Goldati."

Packard, of Biddeford, gave an excellent
poem, sweeping the popuhir cords of the human heart, and
making them vibrate responsive to strains of unaffected patriotism. It
w jis received with marked
applause.
The oration by King, of Mass., was an earnest delivered composition, evincing much
thought and elaboration, but the jaded spirits
of the audience, now cramped for four mortal
hours, were not deeply stirred. Ilis theme
was “Christian Loyalty,” ami the closing sentences did not fail to w aken the audience, suffering from a perfect surfeit of good things,

tables, spread

in

Gymnasium

discussed with wonderful unaiiiini-

we

‘‘Somewhere!"

?”

hour.

To her

gineer,

Mr. Johnson—a Portland

gentlemanly

anil

intelligent
boy, by
privilege of

en-

the

exway—we arc indebted for the
We noticed one
amining her machinery.

thing that was new to us, a register to number the evolutions of the wheel during the voyage; there was also

a

new

apparatus for

man-

aging the valves, very useful. Besides this, her
officers are just the men for their places; they
are intimately acquainted with the coast, they
are courteous and gentlemanly, and have an

of

the re-

was

window, and then asexpressed my mind exthe pilot w as of the same

actly. I am sure
opinion, for we floundered about in the fog
there long hours without going anywhere;—
bnt nt length Campbell hove In sight.and then
taking our course, we reached Eastport about
half-past seven o’clock.
"When will this fog rise?” inquired a passenger, who was standing on the wharf, wondering which way to go.
“In three months, or when Congress rises, I
think,” rejoined his companion.
We cannot inform our readers aliout the appe,trance of Eastport, because we can't see it.
If a cook should start for her groceries she
would have to go

by compass, or she would
can s|>eak from what

get lost—in the fog'. We

knew years ago, that it Is a central commercial port for a large and profitable flsltery,
and that in education, morals, manners, anil sowe

rial refinement it is
Here

State.

behind

no

town

in the

leave the

good boat Vew
the goodly company

we

England, her officers, and
on board, hoping the
voyage will be finished

pleasantly

as

it

as

was

OH9INAL

commenced.

AND

SELECTED.

Prisosit.—(ien. H. (*. Berry arrived at
yesterday morning by the Eastern Queen,
direct from Junto* Biver.en route for hi* home
Bath

in

Uoekland.

health, and

(ten. II. is somewhat

comes

home

temporarily

out
to

of

rusti-

cate.

Maj. T. W. Hyde, of the Maim- 7th regiment,
arrived home at Hath on Friday. He will reregiment in a short time.
l’rof. Whittlesey, of Bowdoin College, is
talked of for the Chaplaincy of the 19th Maine
turn to

Correspondence of the Press.
a legal meeting in this
town last week, a vote was
passed by a large
majority, to pay our newly enlisting soldiers
$100 each as an additional bounty. This is a
noble action. And already of the 21, our quoFai.mouth.—At

I looked out ofthe

ply.

then, if

this instalment we may speak
few of the parts performed by the young

“Where are

sured him that he had

was

safety

Hut how fares our voyage? Well, we got
along pretty comfortable through the night,
with no one to blame except the fog makers up
among the Esquiineaux; we have a bone to
pick with them that will need sharp teeth on
both sides! At daylight we turned out, anti on
landing in the gangway we accosted the first
man we met with the pertinent
question—

by the President, who responded in a
patriotic speech, but time does not allow
us to speak of it at length.
The brief speech
was worthy the head and tiie heart of its au-

from home

closing

eye constantly to the comfort and
those entrusted to their care.

aid of Biddeford. Gov. Washburn was called

thor, and

service.

Before
of

and

Mr. Park-

upon
brief

from 1811—the year he entered college—until
the present time, he has never been absent hut

public

and bombastic taunt, was a caution to all John
Hulls, and brought down the house with the

us

by Rev.

After return of thanks

Gen. O. O. Howard, the hero of
We also noticed the noble form of

Fair Oaks.

voice. Tins, how-

mencement,—

fellow-citizen,

“The Mission of the American Scholar”—
kindred to the oration of Mr. Manning, in the
morning, in perfect harmony with it, and yet

dissenting

tiie time of St Martin's at every annual com-

per cent, of the entire class.
Among the distinguished visitors present we
noticed upon the stage, our patriotic young

ith remarkable

was

For Senators,

is

a

members

the occasion has

w

a

Thurston, one of the oldest clergymen in tiie
State. Alter the cloth was removed, President
Woods called upon the large company to unite
in singing the hymn which has been sung to

made up of a set of
noticeable truth connected with it. is the fact of so many of its

graduating class
looking young, and

The

fine

the former law parti er of Hon. Rufus Choate.
Mr. 1). is one of the finest looking men that

GOVERNOR,

ty, and without

ever, was preceded by an invocation of the Divine binssltlg by the venerable Rev. David

hi.

ta, litteen of the finest young men wc have in
town, have enlisted. Others will follow, and,
if need be, we all, (with very few
exceptions)
arc

ready

to

go to

our

country’s defence.

We go for putting down this wicked relndlion, whatever may become of slavery, hoping
that this root of httterness which lies at the
foundation of tlds treason, will, as a result, be

brought

an

former.

A very severe thunder storm passed over
the North part of this town last
evening, attended with such henry rain as to tear
up and
destroy potatoes, and other crops.
A very interesting Union
was held

The town of Peru had sent almnt sixty men
the war. It has now, under the last call,
supplied its quota of twelve men. paying fifty
dollars to each man; also in the short
space of
three days the people have contributed
*r>rtythree dollars in cash, and one large box of
clothing, and lorwarded the same to the Sanito

tary Commission.

Warrex Stii.l Ahead.—Our esteemed

correspondent

front Warren makes the follow-

ing statement under date of Aug. 5th:
1 noticed in the Bangor Daily Whig .V Courier, (I think) an extract headed “Warren
ahead” by giving to her quota $125 each. Believing that we are still ahead, I would state
that after 12 had enlisted, ('apt. J. L. Jordan,

of this place, offered to the next ten who
would enlist, five dollars, making $1:10. Our
quota is full, and are ready, when the word
comes, March, to travel down to Dixie.

to

WALK*.—Id thU town there are,we are sorry
hear, a few secession sympathizers. The

;JT~T1ic notorious female rebel spy anil
mail earrier. Belle Boyd, was raptured near
Warrenton, recently ami sent to Washington.

quota of the

Belle Is

quota, whether enlisted

a

sister to the

wife

of ex-minister

some

cannot

fail to be

worthy

of a liberal patronage.

The Current Changed.—More Provincials are coming here to enlist, than there are
skedaddlers pushing to the Province, to escape
the smell of gunpowder. Disgrace to the cowards, honor to the Provincials.—[Uouiton
Times.
A Woman’s Patriotism. A lady in this
city, a teacher of music, was called upon a few
days since, and asked if she gave instruction
in music to gentlemen. She replied that usually she should tie happy to have such pupils,
but she could not teach young men music in
time of war! The young man left. [Newbury port Herald.
Anecdote of Gen. Howard. It w ill be
recollected that Brigadier Gen. Howard of
Maine lost his right arm during the battles on
tin* Chickahominy,and it is related of him that
while being borne off the the field in litter he
met Gen. Kearney, who lost his left arm in
Mexiao. “I want to make a bargain with you
General," said Howard, “that hereafter we buy

gloves together.”
Cumberland County Tf.mperance So-

our

ciety.—The sixth
association

day.
was

a

was

town

Is seven, and at a town meetgive each man of their

it was voted to

or

drafted,

hun-

one

DasTlsrav.—Dr. JlislAII HEALD, No. 241 ConStreet, ttrst door east of 1st l’ariah Church.
Portland, Me.
aug7dly

rtcs*

Phyaicia!* axd Surokox.—H. A. LAMB. M. D.,
Office, corner of Congress ami Chestnut Streets,
Portland, Me.
1ST" Particular attention paid to Surgery, including diseases of the eye and ear.
augT—6md
Broker*#

Board.

21.500
do.108
2.000 United States Demand Notes.105
8,085.do
.105.
900 .do.106
16.*94 American Gold.114
16.000 .do.b 30 114
10.000 .do.b»).. 114
20.000 IT. s. Certificates of Indebteducs.
5*9
1,869 U. S. Coupons, August 19,.1131
590
.do.113]
1.000 United States Coupon Sixes 11882). 99$

A letter was read from Hon. E. P. Weston,
stating the fact that the law of the State re-

quired teachers to inculcate temperance prinriples in their schools. Among the resolutions
adopted was the following:
Resolved. That

a recent artirlc in the PortAdvertiser which declares that no
distinguished officer of our army lias lieen, is
now, or will lie a teetotaller, is equally false in
fact and presumptuous in opinion.

meeting is to be held at Windham
Hill, on the first Tuesday in September.
“A son of Temperance,” Is informed
that in no case do we publish communications
unless accompanied by the name of the author.
—although in this case he is evidently on the
right side.
A Colored Regiment called out.—Gov.
Sprague of Rhode Island lias called for a regiment of colored men in compliance with an
order from the War Department.
LATEST BY EVENING

PAPERS.

Defeat in Alabama—
Drownsrille, Trnn., occupied by Rebels—
Artillery Demonstration
Capture of the
Fort Darling Engineer
Loyal Rlarks
Im.Vete York responding
coming in
portant mocements anticipated—Cunboat
Attack.
New York, August 5.
Rebel dispatches in the Richmond Examiner
of the 2d, report a deleat of our forces at
Courtlnnd. Ala., by the rebel Gen. Armstrong.
The rebel guerillas are ssid to have taken
possession of Brownsville. Tenn., and bunied
SUUU bales of cotton purchased by Northern
Rebels report Federal

—

—

Gen. Roeecrans’ division is

at

Tuscuinbia.

DO >1 KMT 1C PORT*.
NEW ORLEANS
Sid 2*d. bark* Panaada Flood.
Anderson, New York; I K Darla. Taylor. Philadel-

phia

JAMESTOWN Vu.
la port 2Mh. ach tiarwh M
Sherman, Berrr. wtg tarn In discharge
BALTIMORE. Ar 4th briy RioGraadc. GreeaI orktown Ya; *eb* Firing Send. Carmine.
orto Cabello I'rth alt; 4U«er star. Holt. St Jago

Paf.

2mh alt.
Alao ar Hh.
son.

leans.
Also

ar .Hh. barks Francis Heeor.
Thompson, ftmyrns76: Parnells Flooe. Anderson, New Orisons; 1
Godfrey. Clark. Port Ko.al *C: Monernkk. Smith,
do; brig Mecosta. Hayes, NaerHas; ssh Chief,Ryder,

Fortress Monroe.

CM 4th. srhs Maria Laat. Boynton, Bangor; Arabella. Morse. Boston.
Also cld Mb. ships Mercury. French. Harre: London. Hnrlbut. London; barks Prids of the Sea. I’ettlyrew. Tarragona: GoMea Era. Saow, Bristol; May
Flower, thiell- Barbadoe*; All- ttin*. Martin, Havana: Salem. Powell, New Orleans; briyi Flying
Eagle. Treworgy, Malaya: Thomas Turrell. Thompson. Ma\ague,; Karnak, kissam. New Orleans; Circa*-Ian, lleayan. Baltimore; Speedaway, Atherton,
KlGabctiipnri *eh Simpson Hart. Dobson. Havana.
HARTFORD. Ar 5ta. sch J O CoUyer. Wilcox.
Banyor.
NE4Y HAVEN. Ar 4th. ich 8 II Pool. MeFadden,
Banyor.
Also ar Sth, sch Caroline Kent, Wilson. Eastport.
MYSTIC.
Ar 6!b. sch Jenny Uad. Ratlborn.
Port.month NII.

STONINGTON

ArSth. sch Warrington, Lord,

Rondout for Boston.

PROVIDENCE.
land.

Phi’adelphjs.

Cld 6th. *ch Flora King, McFar-

BRISTOL

Ar4th. sch J M Parker, King, Taunfon for New York.
BOSTON. Ar Sth, harks T 4V House. Lane. New
Orleans: brigs YValthnm. Small. Goaairea; Windward. Roberts. New York; sehs C W Dyer. Pirns.
Baltimore: 11 II Foster, Norton, Machiaa; Leo,
Coombs. Rockland: Maine, IVIIHam*. Bath.
Also ar Sth. hark Mar Flower. Brookboase. of and
from Salem; sch* Brutns, Elwcll, Banyor; Lcander,
ildSth. .hip Thnmu JpITpnon. Hatch. IfewOrlcana; bark Olive Jane. Kallock, do: brig Bird of ths
Wail, Murray, I’orPao Prince; ach Seven slat era,
Crowley. Pieton.
AIvo eld 6th. .hip Cavalier, Crockett. Bangor to
load for Liverpool; bark David Nickel.. Blake, Bangor; brig .Shibboleth. Morton. St John XB: «-h. OHrer. Malnnev, Svdnev CB: Sntilln, Kelley.Baltimore.
ELLSWORTH. Ar2S*th. K P Warren, Jordan,
Boston.
BANGOR. Ar 5th, schs Rio del Norte. Jacobs;
Hartford, Deane, and Mary Frances, Barbour, Portland.
BATH.

CM 6th, bark E F Harriman. Harriraan.

Bangor,

ADVERTISEMENTST

The Best Clothes Wringer
IX

THE

MARKET.

HALEY, MORSE A BOYDEH'S
-PATENT-

Self-Adjusting Clothes Wringer.

In Orono 2d inst, Mr Moses A Colburn to Miss Ellen A Crabtree, both of O.
In F&rtningtoii 4th inst. Mr B F Maxwell, recently
of Bangor Theological Seminary, to Miss Flora 'VC
Parker, of F.
f»

In this city 1st inst, of consumption. Christiana F
Torsev, aged 19 venn»: 6th, of consumption. Harriet
N Torser. aged 23 years.
Funeral of th** latter will be

attended

Friday

morning at 11 o'clock.
In this city 4th inst, Anr, dangbter of Chas J and
Harriet S Deering. aged 10 months.
lu Wiscasect 4th inst. Mis# Mary Jobnatoa, aged 87
years.
lu Fredericksburg. Va. July 11, Gilman Bacheller,
Jr, of Machiasport, Artificer in the 8d Me Battery,
aged 22 years.
In New Orleans July 3. Edward Robinson.member
of 12th Me Regiment,of KaMport.aged 22 years; 11th,
Lewis F Allen, of Ceutreville, member of*13;h Maine
Regiment, aged 37 year*.

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
Mails

are

forwarded

by every

steamer fn the

Londonderry.

over

or

a

D. J. TRI E * COo
Agents for the State* of Maine,
(Kennebec founty excepted.)
Any

one

one of the
one sent to
store

Boston.July

.Southampton. New

York.

City of Baltimore. Liverpool.New lurk

can

have
at

r

City Hall.
i?" Agents wanted in every town iu this State,
(Kennebec County excepted.)
lwdA w
Portland, Augnsl 7, ISO.

-l.Piano-Fortes

July
July

Jura.Liverpool.Quebec.July
Scotia.Liverpool.New York Aug
Kangaroo.Liverpool.New York. Aug
Europa.Liverpool.Boston.Aug

26
39
39
31
2
6
9

TO
BY A.

PASSENGERS.

LET !

Ho. 51 Exchange
St
°

gbdlw

...Quebec
York..Liverpool.Aug

Arabia.lWton.Liverpool.Aug

New York, August t».
The Herald's Washington dispatch -ays that
Mot 'rocker, the rebel engineer of Fort Darling. was captured while on a visit near Fred-

ericksburg.

The Tribune's dispatch says the following
are our latest advices from Sperryvlllc: Eight
prisoners have just been brought in from l>eyoud Madison. Three of them have Kim in
the rebel army at Richmoud and a surgeon
was on his way there.
Loyal blacks are coming into the lines in
great numbers from the vicinity of Stannardsvillc.
The Tribane learns front the Quartermaster's department that 32.100 men have already
enrolled themselves in the Mate of New York
under the call for 300,000 volunteers.
An army letter says that Gen. Hooker has
received hi« commission as Maj. General.
A rebel dispatch says that their cavalry have
stormed Somersvillo, county seat of Nicholas
county. Western Virginia, capturing the entire
garrison, including Lt. Col. Starr and 05 officers and men.
A Savannah dispatch of the 30th tilt reports
that live guubouta opened oil the batteries at
Genesis Point, Aqueechc river, yesterday.
They w ere repulsed, and it is thought that
one of the gunboats was considerably dam-

aged.

The Times' Washington dispatch says well
informed circles are full of stories about movements either progressing or impending in Gen.
McClellan's army.
The President is cited as authority for declarations that the present week must bring
us stirring news from the Peninsula, and much
stress is laid on Gen. llalleck's reported refusal to grant passes to any one on any accdbnt
to visit the. peninsula this week.
A letter from the gunboat Paul Jones dated
29th ult, reports an assault on a rebel battery
in tlie Aqueche river by the gunboats Paul
Jones, Unadilla, Huron and Madgie. They
shelled the works for two hours, indicting severe damage.
None was done to us. The letter rails it a reconnoiterlng movement, probably preliminary to some Important one.

—

ROBINSON.

TO DEPART.

Etna.New York.. Liverpool.Aug 9
Nova Scotian
...Liverpool.. ..Aug 9
Saxonia ..New York Hamburg.Aug 9
Australasian .New
13
Ediuburg.New York.. Liverpool.Aug 16
Boheroiau.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug 16
2b
Jura.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug 23

asp

—-

3tC olodLoona

SAVE THE PIECES!

Richarda’ Combined Olne and Cement
save teh times its cost to any family using
it to repair Furniture, tilaet, Crockery and
Stone Ifors. Wholesale and retail bv
iscod3w
G. L. BAILEY, 42
Street.

WILL

Exchange

steamship Asia, from Boston for Liverpool—Mr
L Cook, ofPittatou; Hon William Singer, of ThomIn

Powder,

Insect

a-tou.

FOR PX8TBOT1HO

MINIATURE ALMANAC—Thursday, Aug 7.
Sun rises, morn.4 65 Length of days.14 20
Sun sets, eve.7 15 | Moon sets.... 2 4
High Water, eve. 9 6

|

MARINE

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Wednesday, Ai|ail 6.
ARRIVED.
Sch Patriot. Webber. Bristol.
Sell Monroe, Gray. Calais.
Sch Ocean
Lewis, Westport.
Sch Village Bride.
Westport.
Sch Sarah Elizabeth. Webber, Dauiariscotta.
Sch Unison, Mann, Gardiner.

Romp.

——

CLEARED.
Brig Elmira. Hall, Pictou, Ycaton k Hall.
Brig Waeeamaw. Nickels. Bangor, master.
Seh MaracaiUi, Heiilev, lb»!>tou. Jo* II White.
Sch Harriet Fuller. Hamilton. Boston, Joseph H

White.
Sch Rosa.
Steamer t
k Fox.

Sawyer. Boston. J B Brown k Sons.
hesapeaks, Crowell, New York, Emery

SAILED—Wind NW, brig* Scotland. Elmira, and
Eudorus; sch Jas tisrccloii; and others.
DISASTERS.
Ship Lookout. Sherwood, which left Valparaiso

June 25 for Havre, was re-euteriug the harbor July
1, having sprung a leak.
Ship Carrington, at San Francisco An Hong Kong,
on May 31. lat 33 N. Ion 128 E. experienced a heavy
typhoon, splittln* sails and springing rudder head.

FISHERMEN.
Grand Banks, sch Lighthouse,

Spoken—July 33, on

of Rockland.

——

Roaches Aula, Moths, Xosqiitaet,

Ac.

vegetable production from Persia, and
will be found
THIS
effectual destroyer of the
above-mentioned and other lusects. It is not
Is

a

a most

and can be used with
For sale by

ous,

July

poiaoo-

perfect safety.

L. U. TITCOMB, Apothecary,
eod2w
373 Congress Street.
22.
^iiriiHiiu

Tupelo, July 20.
A dispatch says the federate made a demonstration on the rebel front to-day with an artillery force.

Machiaca befavu

wishing to try

their house by leavtheir addrc««
Ereha«ing.
the
recently occupied by Dr.
Parsons—next door above New

fpHi

TO ARRIVt.

Bavaria

a pocket
cun possibly

regu-

lar lines.
I'he M< inu rs for or from UfMOOl callat
Queenstown. except tin* lanadiau line, which call at

Arabia.Liverpool.

all other
It will wring
drver than ft
be done hr hand, without alteration, la
k** than one-eighth of the time, and ran be operated
by a child twelve years old. It mill save the cost of
the machine in the wear and ta-ar of clothes, in any
medium sire family, in six months. It needs sshr to
be seen in operation to substantiate the facts as above
stated
Machine is
improvement
Markin'* yet invented.
THIS
Wringing
handkerchief
bed-nuilt

DIED.

—

—

icntbegoa

MAR Ki r. D.

Daily

The next

(hr

..

monthly meeting of this
Saccarappa, Tues-

A full report is crowded out. There
very full attendance. E. U. Starbini,

RIHIKKN.
April 1«. la'<5 N. Ion 26 4S W. bark Nightingale,
Edward*. from New York March 23 fbr Vaiparalao.
Mar 9), of llan*dee I.land, *bip I >eorye l-ee. Bar*,
tow. from Hong Kong Mar 7 Rw San Franetsm
Jnlr &, lat 34. Ion 74. brig forrciit, fm 1'tuia.l.Ipbia

NEW

Bo«t«a, Aag. ti.

10 Boston and Maine Railroad .112
9 Portland, Saco and Portsmouth.1<H
9000 United Status Coupon Sixes (lttol). 9*
22.500 .do. 98
500 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.102

held at

Esq., of Falmouth, in the chair. The afternoon
was occupied by an animated discussion of the
question of the use of liquors as a medicine.—

land

ing

dred dollars.

Zenas T. Haines, Esq., who lias been
years connected with the Daily papers
in Boston, has been the editor of the Worcester Transcript.
Mr. Haines is a native of
Maine, is a man of talent and much editorial
experience. Under his charge the Transcript
for

Portland.

briy Forest Slate, Harrison's landing
PHILADELPHIA
Ar4ib. bark Erelya, PatterPenmc.la; Iriya Charles II Frosf. Hopktos.
and Ellra Ann. Ilerrick. Boston, George Duwne*.
last Sabbath evening at the
Parne, New York
al church, (Mr. Adams') in behalf of our newAlso ar 4th. bark* I tape rad or. Power*. Psmawha
en; Orermann
1
Saget. Trinidad, nth D U Bay lea.
enlisted
ly
soldiers, some of whom were presTurk* Island
Royer-.
1
(Id 4th. bark* Merrlmse. Hoyt. New (Means; Es•rut, and took part in the services. A similar
se*. Rar, Bo.ton; briy Rnsriaa. T.mthaker. Bet (bet
meeting will be held in the F. W. Baptist |
Also eld 4th, brigs J H Kennedy, Gsyee, Hew Orleans: Gen Marshall. Ames. Boston
Church. (Mr. Whiteheris) the second Sabbath
NEW YORK
Ar 44h, larks Pilgrim. Lew*. Key
in August, at S o’clock, 1*. M.
44 est; 44 est Wind Bulger, Port Roral SC; J N Her*
II. W.
rick, (.reen, do; Young America. CoRlas. New Orleans; briya Keaolats. i.rar ; Posse 24th alt; ach M H
Peru.— A correspondent from this town
Read. Kelley, New Bedh.nl.
Ala., ar 4th. brig Nebraska. Thompaoa. Now Or*
writes us as follows:

meeting
First Congregation-

regiment.

Faulkner.

Boston, ar 14*h
At Miragoaae 17th olt, brty* Rockingham, Atkina,
for Boston 4 days; Marta. Wright, from do. ar 17tb
t Id at Platon 24th, *eh John Bull. Me Donald. Portland.
Arat Halifax 81*t alt. eeh Mary Jane, Camber.

end.

To put down rehellion is
our work, not to rid the States of
silvery; only that this latter work may he net cssary to the
to

Portland, dl.-i Lonma. Wad*. «.r New York 7 dar*|
HewaM, Pomror, for dog.
ult» bri< J Wwt, Hard won, Ibf
vAt‘>r‘‘**,:V*th
ora, !dg.
Turk, {.land 22.1 ulf. brig
fr'-m,
Timothy
■1 Royal. Holmes's Hole for order*.
At <>ouai. —Iriii, ult. Kb charlotte.
Itrown. from

»cU M

rvaj,

SALE, by the subscriber, a handsome b*r
I mv. sev en years old, weighs about 400 pounds,
kind in all harness. and reliable for chiklrea to ride
IlOR

or

drive.
R. W.

July 24th.

1*3

LORD, Kennebunk Depot.
dim

GRAND TRUNX RAILWAY.
l.anhrr Nct-

Nolle*- to Wood

chants.
Xor. mber M, 1-W1. to M»r lot. t*B. the
rmtee of freight <»n ill ilreertplioM of liimtwr
and timber will be advanced 2ft per coat.
Xo ire wood will be convened between October tat,
1*3, and May 1st. 1*3.
An adv ance in the rates of Are wood will take place
n« xt summer, but in ionsetincite* of change* in the
arrangeiueut tor conductiug the wood business. which
are about to be made, the Company will not be ablo
to take Are wotul from certain
on the line, so
that should anv jutrfio* make contracts for Are wood
to be carried on the railwav during the uext season,
will do so at their own
they must understand that
risk, and that the Company will not feel tbemaelvea
bound to carry It.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what station* Are wood can be carried next

I^ROM

plaices

they

•uiuuter.

C. J BRYD4JES. Managing Director.
aAdtf
Montreal, August 1. 1*3.

FOREIGN FORTS.
At Sierra Leone June 83. hark Trouiont. Wells, for
Bo.-tou S3 davs; brigs Ann Elisabeth. Powers, for do
do; Samuel Churchman, Goudy, for New York 8.
Ar at Victoria VI Juue 2>>. harks W B Scranton,
Cathcart. San Francisco; Onward, Emery, Sydney N
S W.
Sailed 24th, hark Scotland. Friend, Nanaimo.
Ar at Callao June 83, ships Joseph Peabody, Whitnev, San Francisco; 8tli. Bcthiah Thayer, Pendleton,
Gibraltar; Samaritan, Stinson, London; 3th, John
Brvaut. Gardner, Chincha Islands; 12th. Mary K
Balcli. Eldridge, and Mary ltohiusou, McCleave, San
Francisco.
Sailed July 8, ship William Sturgis, Cook, Chincha
Islands.
At Valparaiso 2d ult, ship John Wills, Chadwick,
from Caldera, mic.
At Pernambuco »»th ult. brig Indus, Anderson.disg.
Sailed 3d. bark Kanuibnl, Kline, West Indio.
At Porto Cabello 13th ult, sch C Fa ntuzzi. Wooster,
for Philadelphia 22d.
At Burhadoes 1 Ith ult. bark Utah. Se.dey, fui New
York for Buenos Ayres, disg for repairs.
At St Kitts 23th ult, brigs Conflict. Kuland, from
New York, disg; George Harris. Stowers, An Bangor
do; seh Sea Belle, from New York, jsut ar.
At Ponce 24th ult, bark John Benson, Johnson, for
New York 20 davs: brig 1, A Reed, Crane, for do do.
At St Jago 20th ult, lirig Ella Maria, Merrill, for
Falmouth E for orders, to sail 2lst; sch Jaue F Durfee, Davis, from Baltimore, just ar.
At llemcdios 35th ult, brigs Harriet, Titcouib, from

FltANkl.lN

FA.HILV

For

SCHOOL!

Soys,

TOPSHAM.

MAINE.

FALL TERM of this highlv suceessfril school
?*ept. 10th. 1*3. and contiuue twenty*

Mill begin
THE
one

preek*.

For "Circular*,*' Ac., please address the Principal,
l’areuts are cordially invited to visit the school.
WARREN JOHNSON, 31. A., Principal.
KiriREXCii:

Patron*,

lion. W. W. Thomas, Mayor, Portland.
"
A. Spring. Esq..
S. C. Blanchard. Esq.. Yarmouth,
lion. J. W. Bradbory, A
aata.
Jom*s P. Vcaiie. Em., Bangor.
( apt. c. II. Soule, Freeport.
Levi Young. Esq., Ottawa, C. W.
Wiu. .larvio. Esq., Castine.
Prof. C. E. Stowe, Andover, Maas.

tty Permission,

l*ro*’t Wood*, and Faeultv of Bowd.
J. W. ('bickering, D. D., Portland
"
( harles A. Lord, E*q..
Rev. Wooster Parker. Bclfkst.

llou. J. L. Cutler, Augusta.

Coll.

juJ19MW&S6w

HATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

TELEGRAPHIC
PORTLAND DAILY

damaged condition last evening at 10 1-2
o’clock, and while one of our police stood by
to guard the door, Mr. L. was sent for. Upon
arrival, the store was searched, but as nothing
was found to be missing, it was thought that
some one of a party of rowdies, must have
slipped up against one of the light* of the
door, putting it out, while at the same time he
“put out” himself.
Heavy Bobbery.
Ivory Littlefield, of
in

fell

PRESS.

a

Great War Meeting in Washington

Speech of the PresidenL

Washington, August 0.

The treaty of commerce and navigation between the U. $. and the Ottoman Empire is
otllcially proclaimed. It is marked throughout by much liberality.
Tobacco and salt,
however, are not included among the articles
which our citizens are permitted to import into tlie Ottoman Dominions, but as a compensation for their prohibition,.no duty whatever
shall in future be levied upon them when exported from the Ottoman Empire by citizens
of the C. S.
Six persons were recently arrested on the
Rappahannock, while engaged in shipping
salt, and other articles in great demand in
Richmond, across that river, for the benefit of
our enemies.
The prisoners were remanded
to the Old Capitol Prison.
Brig. Gen. Casey is in Washington. It is
reported he is to appear before the army retiring board, now in session in this city, to be
placed on the retired list.
Gen. Jameson led Washington to-day forX.
York,enroute for Maine, accompanied by his
wife and Maj. Mann of Maine. He is quite
feeble, but it is supposed the cool and more
bracing air of the north will have a great tendency to rally him.
Brig. Gen. E. K. S. Canby Is relieved from
duty in the department of New Mexico, and
ordered to report in person to Sec’y of War.
Brig. Gen. W. H. Elliot is relieved from duty
with the army of tint Miss., and ordered to report for duty to Maj. Gen. Pope.

Kcnncbunk, had his store broken open yesterday afternoon and #2700 in money taken from
the safe, in which the key had been left, while
the clerk

temporarily stepped

out to the

Advance of Gen. McClellan.
Severe

depot.

hour afterwards, was apprehended while in the act of hiring a horse, with
which to decamp. The whole amount of
the money was recovered. The rogue Is said
to belong in Wells.

thief,

On

an

Success of the Federal Army.

Strength of

the Rebels.

March.—One hundred and fifty

the

regiments passed through
this city yesterday from Augusta, in charge of
Lieut. Col. Fn.i.EBRowN and Quartermaster
Dodge, of the 10th regiment. Forty of them
recruits for the old

were

Fight.

Severe Fights with the Guerillas.
Cottou Burning.

for the 10th. and the rest for various oth-

regiments now in service. Good, keep the
ball rolling.
BT*F. W, Kaler, Esq., but Just returned
from Waldoboro’.of this State, informs us that
the Union feeling existing in that town was
never stronger than at present, and having
ftimlshed fifty men for her quota, will be equally ready to send fifty more for the last order.
er

The Promenade Concert,

at

Great War Meeting in Washington.

Washington, August 6.
The immense meeting at the east front of
tlie Capital this afternoon was preceded hy the
ringing of bells, the firing of cauuon and music from tlie Marine Hand.
Tlie portico and platform were occupied hy
tlie ladies, military, civil and naval officers of
distinction.
Tlie Mayor of Washington presided, with
thirty-four Vice Presidents and twenty-two
Secretaries.
President Lincoln was present and occupied
a prominent place on tlie platform.
After tlio organization of the meeting had
been effected, Mr. Edward Jordan, Solicitor of
the Treasury, introduced a series of patriotic
and stirring resolutions, from which tlie following are taken :
Resolved, That we, residents of the District
of Columbia, but having among our number
citizens of every |>ortion of tlie country, regard the dismemberment of the Union as an
event not to be contemplated in any contingency whatever, it being forbidden alike by
our geographical, commercial, social nnd political condition; hy our domestic and foreign
interests,by tlie shame which the world would
allaeli to us did we suffer its accomplishment,
and the worthlessness of what would remain
tons afterward; by the mighty interest In-

the New

City Hall last evening, was fairly attended, although we hoped to see the Hall crowded.—
There were nearly six hundred persons present, who seemed to enjoy themselves wonderfully. The music by the Military Band was,
of course,excellent, as it always Is.
Capt. C. H. Gilman.—In our telegraph
columns yesterday, it was announced that
“Capt. Charles H. Gilman, of the volunteer service of Maine bad been dismissed.” This conveys a false impression. Capt Gilman has
been sick four months, has finally been forced
to tender his

resignation on that account,
accepted, and he lias received
honorable discharge for the service.

which has been
an

Supreme Judicial Court.
Wednesday, Aug. 0.—Tlie Court

came

Chase, John Crawford. B. S. Edwards. Mark
B. Emery, foreman, Henry Goff, Cvrns Haskell, Israel G. Hale, Jacob Hawn. NalU7 C.

Lawrence, Alfred Libby.

No. 2.—Chas. Merry man, Harpswell: Wm.
Mitchell, Jr., No. Yarmouth: Wm. Morrill.
Raymond: Andrew Osgood. Freeport; Nath’l
Rideout, New Gloucester; Cha«. Rogers. Windham ; Hall Staples. Windham ; Albion P. Shaw,
Standish; Calvin S. True, Portland: Stephen
Wescott, Gorham; Wm. Hallune, Portlaud;
John W. Foss, Scarborough.
Joshua A. Merrill, not present ; Philip II.
Brown, Portland, not present; James P. Weeman, Freeport, excused till 2d. O. Woodside,
Brunswick, excused finally.
Atlantic A 8t Lawrence Rallrond—Annual

Mortgage Bonds

988,000
484,000

*8.472.000
By the report of the Commissioners of the
Sinking Funds, the amount of the two funds
on the first day of July is 1364.221.70.
The Directors have caused to be inserted In
the call for the annual meeting, an article having reference to a modification of the lease.
That article is based u|*>n a proposition
which has been formally made to us by tlie
lessees. With respect to the terms of the promodification we are informed that the
lessees have consulted, as fully as practicable,
the English share-holders and Sterling bondholders of this company, and that these parties are disposed to accede to certain modifications, which are expressed in a report made
to them by a committee of their number, substantially in the following terms:
1. That the interest ou the £100,000 SterBond* be reduced to 5 per cent, for a
period of ten years, with any surplus profits
earned on tlie Atlantic & St. Lawrence Railroad up to 6 per cent. ]ier annum.
2. That the interest upon the Atlantic A St
Lawrence shores be reduced to a minimum of
4 per cent per annum, for a period of ten
years, with any surplus profits earned on the
Atlantic A St Lawrence Railroad up to 6 per
cent per annum.
8. That any amount saved from the proposed
reduced rental, by the redemption of any portion of the Mortgage Bonds through tlie o|>erntion of the Sinking Funds, now amounting to
£70.000, or by any other means, shall be applied to ineiease the reduced rates up to the
amount of 6 per cent, and also in the re-pavment of all arrears of interest or dividend calculated at the original rate of 6 per cent.
4. That the arrears of interest on the shares
now due be funded by the issue of a like
amount of scrip, bearing interest at the same
rate as the shares, and payable at such times
as may be agreed upon.

posed

ling

k'vviltui

Itnolrrd, That the consent of the Stockholders be
riven to tho*e modification* of the leaae to the (iraml
Trunk Bailwav C ompany, which are *et forth in the
report of the Director* and rabmitted tothi* meeting.
And that the Director* be authorized to take the nece*eary step* to carry out *nch modification* and to
adjust the detail* of the *ame, in *nb*tantial accordance with the plan mentioned in the
report.

by

the business of the road.
then takpn upon the resolu-

yeas and 281 nays.
fore adopted.

The polls

It stood

m

ws

uui

iv

k'lnim

i\ri

uvv

cavalry.
Transportation

stragglers
Sparta

to fall

t»en.

tsegtey

arrived at Columbia

—

—

aug4d3w

10,3.33

The resolution was there-

McClellan

then opened for the choice
of Directors, and the following gentlemen were
were

Headquarters

elected Directors for the ensuing year: St.
John Smith, John B. Brown, Phinchas Barnes,
Chas. E. Barrett, George F. Shepley, Harrison
J. Libby, James L. Farmer, Byron Greenough,
Alexander T. Galt.
The whole number of votes thrown for Directors was 10,387. The first eight named on the
list had 10,387. Hon. A. T. Galt had 10,223,
Hon. John M. Wood had 164.
The meeting then adjourned.

on

the Move.

Army ot

Palmyra, Mo., August 5.
fight at Newark, on Fri-

was a severe

day evening last. 1000 guerillas, under Porter, approached the town an hour liefore sunset.
They were met by parts of two companies of the State militia under C’apL Lain,
numbering 75 men. The rebels charged on
our troops and were
repulsed, when they dismounted and finally drove Capt. Lain into the
town, where a severe struggle took place, resulting in the capitulation of our forces, who
were parollcd by the guerillas.
Our loss was
four killed and four wounded.
The rebels acknowledge 73 killed and a
large numlier wounded. Porter's gang carried
ntr ail the arms and camp equipage of our
troops.

On Sunday the State forces under Cols. Guitar. Meigsclapper and Caldwell, passed through
the tow n in pursuit of the guerillas.
On Saturday evening 150 guerillas took possession of tlie town of Alexandria, and seized
all the arms and ammunition they could find.
They did considerable other plundering and

left.

About 300

men

went down

Sunday

From the South.

An officer from Tuscumbia says, on Satursome rebel cavalry burned the station
house at Leighton, 10 miles from Tuscumbia,
and at Jamesboro, 15 miles from the same
place, on the Memphis and Charleston road.

j

All

No.

New York, August 0.
The Post professes to have reliable information from Richmond, that the entire rebel army
never exceeded 350,000 effective men from the
Potomac to the lfio Grande.
The forces
around Richmond reach, at the highest, 120,000 men, of whom only 90,000 were on the Peninsula during the memoriable seven days, and
of whom 00,000 only were used against our
flanks and exposed points. The relad loss was
28,000 killed and wounded. Richmond since
has been one vast hospital.
Gen. Arthur has returned from Albany,
where he has Ihhmi consulting with Gov. Morgan, and has gone to Washington.
From reporta received to-day, the military
authorities are confident that no drafting will
be required to fill the quota of 300,000 volunteers required on the 15th of August.
Special to Tribune, dated Sperrysvillc,Wednesday, says 5 genuine bush wackcrs were
brought to head quarters this noon. They
were heavily armed with rifles, muskets and
revolvers. 5 of the rifles were double shotted.
They were mounted on splendid horses, but
after making desperate attempts to escape,
were finally rode down and captured.
A
scouting party from Iiuray, has just returned,
bringing in 54 head of cattle and 2 more bush
wackers; both badly wounded before taken.—
One has since had his arm amputated. One
proves to lie a rebel captain.

The anny of the Potomac has again assumed the offensive.
The reconiioisaucc made
yesterday, under Gen. Hooker, to Malvern
Ilill, White Oak, Swamp Bridge, and in the
direction of New Market and Richmond, was
in every respect a complete success.
The
troo|is left the camp about dark night before
last, arriving at Malvern Hill at 4 o'clock yesterday morning, a distance of ten miles. Here
they encountered two regiments of infantry
and battery posted behind earthworks. Fire
was immediately
opened upon them by Capt.
Benson’s battery and a section ot Capt. Robinson's. The infantry was not engaged. The
A spirited war meeting was held in
Newbvryxort, Maas., Auguste.
tiring lasted a I Knit 3 hours, when the rcliels inOur city government having increased the
City Hall, Bnth, Tuesday evening.. A Rev.
fled by the river road toward* Rich- 1
|
gloriously
bounty to $209, 120 men enlisted to-day, and
Mr. Gerrish, formerly of this State, but for the
mond, hotly pursued hy our troops, who suc- i the number, less than 40, to till
up our quota,
last dozen years of Alabama, who was at
ceeded in Diking loo of them prisoners. The
w ill Ih- raised to-morrow, and go into
camp on
Richmond during the lute battles, was expect- I loss on our side at this point was three killed
will
not
to a
Friday.
Newburyport
subject
and eleven wounded. Capt. Benson had his
draft if money w ill bring the volunteers.
ed to he present, but In consequence of illness
broken
thigh
hy a piece of shell. The doctor
was tumble to attend.
Speeches were made thinks the leg can Ik- saved. Lt. Col. Gamble
St. Johns, N. F., August 5.
by Mayor Putnam—who presided—J. T. Gil- of the kill 111. cavalry was severely wounded
Weather was very thick on Saturday, and
the enemy’s pickets.
man and John Hayden,
Esqrs., Hon. D. C. w hile driving inwith
the Persia, for Liverpool, was not seen at the
500 cavalry look the QuaAverffl,
Magoun and Judge Noursc. Mr. Cushman, kerCol.
Cape.
road to White Oak Swamp Bridge, there
The North
the inimitable halhulist, and sentimental and
from Quebec, passed
they found the 10th Virginia cavalry drawn ] on Tuesday. American,
Heard her fog whistle, but could
comic singer, sang several patriotic
up to receive them. A charge was immedisongs with
not see or board her.
excellent effect.
ately ordered, which broke tile rebel lines when
they lied. Col. Averill followed them 3 miles,
Stock Murket.
$y“We notice from day to day that the Ar- | taking 28 prisoners without losing a man.
Gen. Pleasanton, with a force of cavalry,
gus seems,Jto be never weary in manifesting
New York, August 0.
in one way or another, friendliness and
Stocks raster and toss active—American gold Still:
look tile New Market road,on which a portion
sympa1'aeiilr
Mail
S fives of 1874 coupons 86|;
l
112£;
thy with its neighbor the Advertiser. | Hath
of the relH-ls were retreating. He followed
Treasury 7 3-lnths, lo2l: Virciniu sixes 61; c 8. sixes
Sentinel and Times.
them to within a short distance of New Mar1881 coupons

j

98j.

suit,

Portland, August 6,1862.

WAXTBD !

Ladies’

A

ARMY
Families,

or

on

A. D. REEVES,
98

warned,
haring Stores to let
for vale,
PARTIES
by leaving their orders the
or

so

can

Boys, Boys, Boys.

do

at

General Business

Agency Office,

A. D. REEVES,

ROOM No. 1, IN FOX BLOCK.
V Orders will be nromply attended to.
August 6, 1882.

BOOTS,

TENEMENTS WANTED.
ANTED—Con venieut tenement* for the
accommodation of two small families, in
respectable localities, and within ten minute*' walk of the Post Office. Kent not to
exceed from *150 to 175
per annum.
Address liox 42. Post (jffice. or applv at Ihe CountBoom of the Daily iTem.Foi lllock.»
Portland, June 23.
di*tf

MW

and Cabin Stores,

Ship

MOL L TON'S BLOCK,

Sheet Gntta Fercha for

Portland,
JOHN

AND

DURAN’S

Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
purchasing Cargoes and Charters for vcmcU.
dfkw€ni7
August 2. 1*32.

and

\o. S

Clapp's

Ori’. OLD CITY
8md& woe

Woter
Bath

Block, term Sired,

HALL,

•et up in the best manner.
All order* in city or country
I. !»• MERRILL.

JOHN W. PERKINS A CO,

MGS, DYE STlirS. GLASS WARE,

Thomas

New Book* !

H
throp;

TOFT, by the late Major Win-

C.

D.

AMERICA RE FORE EC ROTE;

Block,

NEW

STORE,

1IALL L. DAVIS,

Change

of Ihe

Port land.

Days

of

Nailing.

not fail to call

at

No. 27 Market

where

1S02.

July

F.

COFFINS

A.

—AND—

In the TNentest

From the Barstow Stove

Style,

A

ARK AT-

II.

Houhc

BLAKE'S,

DANIEL. CLARKE.

the

-C. II. B. also manufacturesi
SHOW-CASKS, DESKS, AND DRAWER-WORK,
Of even’ description, including Taylor's SelfSupporting Drawer, the beat kind ever made.
All orders for Impairing Furniture, Varnishing, Upholstering. Chair Seating, dazing, Ac.,
juI31tf
promptly attended to.

and 16 Exchange

WILLIAM

BILL OF

ORDER.

Roast Reef,.25
Roast Lamb.IS
Roast Chicken.21
Broiled Chicken,.37

Reef Steak.25
Ham and Eifgs.25
Fried Mackerel.15
Codfish,.15

■

EXTRA

Lounges, Bedsteads,

SPRISG-BEI>S, M.4TTRBSSKS, PEV-CVSHloss, Ife., tfr.
148 Exchange Street, Portland.

Roiled

Mutton, with

DISHES.

ROILED.
Cold

{TP* Hair Mattresses renovated. (Furniture reanti varnished. Chairs re-caned in an im-

paired
proved

lVd Corned Beef, IS

sold

Caper Sauce.25 Reef’s Tongues.IS
Roiled Hain.18 Mutton Chop,.18

or

manner.

exchanged.

Second-hand

Furniture

jul30dt>tn

bought,

WILLIAM
A. PE A It C E,
PLUM n K II,

PCDDIXG8.

MAKEK OF-

PASTR Y.
Custard Pie,.f>

RELISHES.

Tomatoes.6
Apple Pie,.8 Cucumbcra,.8
Squash Pie,.8 Onions.8
Mince Pie,.6 Squash,.6
DRIXKS.
Tea.6
Draught Ale,.5 Porter,.8

Coffee.8

6

Fp- Open every Sunday from 8 to 1. and from 2 to
o’clock.
jul29dtf

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
No. 124 Ezchangk Street, Portland, Mk.

j

Warm, Cohl and Shower Ruths, Wash Howls, lirass
and Silver dated Corks.
Description of Water Fixture for DwellHotels, Public Buildings, Ships,&c.,
set up in the beat man tier, and all orarranged
ders in town or eomntrv taithfuiiv executed. All
kiuds of Jobbing promutiy attended to.
Cotistauth on hand, Lead 1’ipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kiuds.
JulyStHIly

IM’KUY
iug Houses,
and
s

time the boy's eye-lMs had
closed. His case was couaidThe
was pat undar
B., and alter great patience and perseverance, with his electrical treatment
and with other curatives, be was able to lift his eyelids, when it was discovered that a false membrane
had formed and covered the entire eyee. This was
removed by Dr. Boynton, and the boy's eye-sight is
now entirely restored, and his eyes stronger than evThis should be known to all persons who
er before.
are similarly afflicted.
Although 1 understand that
the Doctor has for many yean, in his operations on
these delicate organs—the eye and ear, met with eminent success, he has not deemed it necessary ta keep
blazing before the public his surgical skill in this pan
tic alar part of his profession, but has been silently
performing cures, many of them of a remarkable

"FOR

a long
entirely

"hopeless.
or Dr.

!

NOTICB.

or

l*arties interested in any matter before the Committee, will have an opportunity of being heard.
A. K. Silt'RTLKFK, Chairman.
jy31—4w

character.’*
OF* Certificates from numerous of his patients
will testify to his successful operations, all of which

Commissioner'* Notire.
honorable
having
appointed by
of Probate lor the County of CumberWKJudge
to receive and examine the claims of the credibeen

the

may be

HIGHLAND BOARDING-SCHOOL
FOR BOYS,
IN BETIIEI,. MAINE.

TIIE
The

SECOND YEAK of thi. School will

com-

Tuesday, Sept. 2d,
advantages for "instruction

l«d2.
in this school am
excellent. The number of scholars will be limited,
and every possible attention be given for their immcnce on

Fancy Printing,

provement.

For references

and fort her information, send for

circular to

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PHESS.

at his office.

d&wtiinT

of Stepheu Lord, late of Windluun, iu said
County, deceased, whose estate is represented insolvent, give notice that six months, commencing the
fifteenth day of July, have been allowed to said creditors to biirig in and prove their claims; and that we
will attend the service assigned us, at the dwellinghouse of said Stephen Lord, on the last Saturday in
the months of August, September, October and November, from one o’clock fo five o’clock, P. M.
HOWARD C. FREEMAN, I CommieJASON HANSON.
I sionen*.
Dated at Windham, this 2*>th day of July, 1*82.
w3w7

tors

&

seen

No. 3A9 Congre** Slrcel, Portland.

land,

Book, Card

boy

almost
the car©

THE

FURNITURE,

Halibut,.15

Of
show:

Portland.
\
July 28th. 1*82. f
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC GROUNDS will
meet, until ftirther notice, every Saturday at 3
o’clock. P. M.. in Evergreen Cemetafv.
City

Manufacturer of

—1

a boy who was cured by
DR. H. J. BOYNTON,
Scrofulous Ophthalmia, as the following foots will

No tier.

PARKER,

UPHOLSTERER

FARE :

ROAST.

F.

J. GRANT.

CUBES.

A Remarkable Case of

All kindi of Tin and Sheet Iron Work,
AT SHORT

represented.

BLINDNESS

Kurland.

jyl.cHw DONE

as

aug4—8meodAw

This article of Vitrified Pipe has been tested in Europe for ages, and is now used in immense quantities
in
and is fast taking the place of lead and
iron pipe in this couutry—all sues from 2 to 12 inclu-a.

PORTLAND.

Proprietor.

short notice.
All goods warranted

Vitrified Drain and Wafer Pipe,

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.

DINING S^lLOOINT.

assortment of

Furnishing Goods,

-Also, Agent for the-

city.

d6w

METROPOLITAN

complete

Company.

REGISTERS AXI) VENTILATORS.

No. 30 UNION STREET.
And will be sold cheaper than at any other place in

Hotel, and examine.

for sale, at wholesale
CONSTANTLY oninhand, and state
or manafoetarV market price*, the crude
ed, every description of
COFFEE.
SPICES,
CREAM TARTAR.
SALE RAT C S'
SWEET HERBS, fc.. fe..
Packed in every variety of packages to sail dealers.
OT* Coffee and Spiece ground for the trade at

-DEALER IN-

Please

C.

13 * 15 UNION STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

STOVES, FURNACES AND RANGES,

To be found in this city, of every description, finished and trimmed

city,’
From 15 to 20 Per Cent. Leu

GRAN T’S

Coffee and Spice Mills,

Portland,

•

dtf

Portland. Jane 23. 1WB

HOWARD,

Under Lancaster Hall,

CASKETS,

qualities of

•.•Coot and rest makers wanted.

For sale bv N. J. Mlf.LER.
dlin
Ko. 90 Commercial Street.

9.

EEST

assortment of the nicer

To all of which attention ie especially invited.

BUCKNAn, Af'U

Stove 'Warehouse.

dtf

E

As he does not intend to vary from his former
caino to this
he will sell them

...

an

O AAA /k/Ul FEET Shipping Board! of 8aftfU perior quality.
drill
7

LEWIS,
Market Square, Ii*«l Preble St.

July 14th,

prices before he

AMOS SMITH,

DOESKINS!
Of a great variety of patterns. VESTINGS of ail
the varieties that the market affords—-Silk. Salta, Linen, and Cotton—many rare and unique stylo*. Ala*

Shipping Boards.

war-

TRASK A

IN A SUPERIOR STYLE.

14

For Dress and Frock Coats, embraeiag the Blear
qualities of French and Herman, as well as the ehaap
cr substantial fabrics.
Elegant Black and Colored.
Plain and Fancy

assort-

GENTLEMEN'8 FURNISHING GOODS,
J. H.

defy competition.
price*
N. B.—Large Ambrotype* only Fifteen Cents.

opened

Portland, Aug. 1.

an

Cloths for
Black and

FANCT BROADCLOTHS

sold, to close up the business,

jn)23—lm

at

to

AND SUMMER SEASONS !

before Sept. 1.

Photograph,

or

to

In hie new stock are comprised Fancy
Spring Overcoats and Baaincs* Saits. Rich

Hardware, Cutlery, Glass, Ac.,

YOU

subscriber has
a Warehouse for COFFINS and CASKETS. A law assortment conon
hand
aud
manufactured at short notice
stantly

A few door* east of U. S.

COST !

3m

Ambrotype

Ill 1’t‘dcral Street, Portland.

Than they have ever been sold in this place.
call at
No. Ill FEDERAL STREET,

AT

public

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOB THB SPRING

ment of

Square,
DO
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and
rant satisfaction,
which

A NEW COFFINWAREHOUSE.

THE

1ST. MIDDLE IT.
Has prepared himself hr selections from the New
Styles of Goods recently Imported In New Tork and
Boston, to meet the reqairemeats of his rastsmsss

-WANT THE-

Best

C. C. EATON, Agent.

dtf

Merchant Tailor,

and the

Where, for thirty days, may be found

All of which must be

Thiirsdav.

aug4dtf

WM. C. BECKETT.

WHARF,

18*52.

IF

From and after date, until ftirthor
notice, the new *teamer “Setr England.” ('apt. E. Field, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot State Street, everv Tuesday and
Friday, for Eastport, ( alal* and St. John.
Returning, will leave 8t. John, every Monday and

August 4.1*52.

.July 22,

dffm

CHANGE OF SEASON t

MIDDLE STREET,

109

Street,

J08IAX BUBUIGX.

-IS AT-

* St. JOHN.

stock before purthe great

good*.

on

Portland, July 25. ISO.

PURCHASE-

HARDWARE

HERETOFORE.

AS

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

oar

bought before

163 Middle

Flour, Produce and Provision Business,

dtf

EASTPORT, CALAIS

rise

ground).

look at
was

right

-TO

Where he will continue the

53 Exchange Street

Aug. 4.1882.

Toffee (roasted and
Black Tea.

to
it

Vinegar.

BROWN,

No.3 UNION

Bayers still do well
chasing elsewhere, as

Rice.

The LaNt Chance

HAS REMOVED TO

PARSOX PROW SLOW'S ROOK.

nnHmited in qaaatlty. qaaltty or prtae, and win
low, at wholesale or retail, tot crab.

be sold very

“Proposals

COSETTE, by Victor Hugo;
EDWIX It ROTHE R

Are

inspection.
nndersigued

oval.

o m

to wmmuit entire snt-

AND TRIMMING GOODS

The subsistence must be of the best quality and be
suhiect to
to increase the
The
reserves the
amount, by giving three days' notice to the successful bidder: and tv reject all bids if he deems them
unsatisfactory.
for Subsistence.”
Rnd< M\
Head tftmirier* \ ol. Rec’g Service, I
Augusta, M**., August 4, 1882. I
THOS. C. J. BAILY,
1st Lt., 17th InTtry, A. A. C. 8®
angfi—lw

PORTLAND, ME.
John Q. Twite hell. ju)31<l6in Ja'tP.Champlin.

I%ew Books !

m

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

Adamantine Candles.
800 pounds l’ound»-Soap.
12 bushels Salt.
148 bushels Potatoes.
8000 pounds Sugar (coffbe-crushed).

water

S. D. ME11UILL.

h5 Commercial St., opp. Thomas

PORTLAND. ME.

juIKdfcwly

hS and cold

FLOUE AND PROVISIONS,

Block,

outfit.
J. K. Lit HAN.

pounds

20UO pounds
150i) pound#
75 pounds
200 gallons
250 pound*

AND DEALERS IN-

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, Ac.,

traveling

a

48 barrels Mess Beef.
70 barrels Flour.
Hard Bread.
10.000
60 bushels Beans.

Merchants,

Commission

for

be obtained at-

can

BURLEIGH’S,
which will be told so
Ufhction to the purchaser.

All of

»> barrels Mess Pork.
1000 pounds Ham.

TWITCHELL A CHAMPLIN,

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

86 Commercial Street,

Portland,

augidly

WHOUSilS UK A I KKS IH

-Ever ottered la Maine,

SEALED

personally attended to

JOHN BOND.

Gentlemen'* Furnishing Goode,

PROPOSALS will be received by the
undersigned, at Augusta. Me., until the lltn day
of Augnsr, 1*82, at 4 o'clock, 1*. M.. for the following
articles of subsistence stores, to he delivered at the
Recruiting Depot, Augusta, Me.

Closets, frivols. Force and Surtion Pumps,
Boilers, U'osh Howls, Stiver Plated Brass
Cocks, t\f oil kinds
constavtl^on hand.

tV~~ All kinds of fixtures for

PORTLAND, ME.

CLOTHING,

AID-

Proposal* for Subsistence.

SALE.

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

^Wdentiht,

——

MANUFACTORY,

prising everv description
dSm
July 80.1*3.

PLUMBERS,

SURGEON * MECHANICAL

BEADY-MADE

LARGE and Fashionable Stock of the above articles mav be found at this establishment, com-

A

I. D. MERRILL * CO.,

DR. C. II. OSGOOD,

Trunks I

No. 105 MIDDLE STREET.

Splint*,

...

The largest and best selected stock of

-AT-

—

373 rongrem Street,
aurtdtf

to at.

SVALISES,
Carpet-Bags,

SPECIMEN LIMBS MA T BE SEEN AT

JOSEPH HALS.

Of every description, made to order sad warranted

POBTMANTEAUS,

Me.

YBATON,

CUSTOM WORK,

deterpay ca.h.
are

-A HD-

FOR

CRUTCHES,

For officers, made to order, from the beet
material,
with diepatch, and at low prion.

quality, and

of Maine W'h'f.

head

Trunks I

-ALSO.-

Corner Commercial St. and Long Wh'l,

MILITARY OHIFORMt,

SAWYER * WHITNEY.

PALMER’S
ARTIFICIAL LIRB8,

—

AT BURLEIGH'S.

_jui3itr

-AGENT FOR-

Commission Merchants,
SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS,
AND DEALER* IN

Office, Commercial 8t.,

Apotheoary,

YEATON A HALE,

best

Clothing

I« celling, regard lew of Coat,

UOAIm

The public »rp rcqnratcd to call, u we
mined to giro good bargain, to thorc who

L. II. TITCOJIB,

this office.

Summer

Hard and Soft Wood.

A* usual, keep constantly supplied with fresh
bII and fashionable BOOTS "and SHOES, in evet\ variety and style for gentlemen’s and laf
^^^dies wear, and invite all their old customers
and the public
generally to give them a call whenever
they desire to replenish their “understandings.’•
K. S. k Co. are agents for the Leavitt and Wilcox
k liibbs SEWIMj-MACHLN KS.
augb-J3md

WANTED.

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH’S.

Also, for sale, best quality of Nora Scotia and other

& RUBBERS.

No. 88 MIDDLE STREET.

SMALL BENT, of five or *ix room*, near
the busiucts |»art of the city.
Enquire at

GOODS,

every deecrlptlon,

CASH,

are

dly

SHOES^

FOR

Coals
strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

E. SHAW Ac CO„

ing

—

Tailor,

Portland, Auy 8.1882.

dtf

Of

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

EXCHANGE STREET.

98

MILITARY

WOOD,

UUJXLUHMls/UXlJ

attention (riven to CUTTING and
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOVS' GARMENTS, by

82J EXCHANGE STREET,

No.

dly

BUBLBIGH’S,

163 Middle Street.

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZEL TON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,
THE GENUINE LOBBERT,
Pare aad Free Burning.

EXCHANGE STREET,

Portland, Aug. 6,1862.

THREE GIRLS TO DO PLAIN SEWING.

AT

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF TIIE CITY.

Tailor,

...

0

by C. E. CRAM,
No. 5 Central Wharf.

&

CHEAP

NAVY

BY-

eodltn

dtf

COAL

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

be

at

LYNCH k CO.

Teas.

dly

t

GREAT EXCITEMENT

OKA HALF CHESTS Fine Oolong Teas,
wit*’" 50 do.
do.
do.
Souchong
For sale by JOHN LYNCH k CO.
jc23—3m

STREET,

A ND

99 FEDERAL STREET.

30.18(11.

Jnlv

can

July 15th,

Tailor,

EXCHANGE

98

Board,
Small
Single Gentlemen
obtained
IJtOR
reasonablo terms,

For sale

Cut, made and trimmed by

Headquarters

— ■■■

4000 bush. Heavy Mixed Corn.
100 bush. Northern Rye.

Riding: Habits, Ac.,

Portland, August 6,1862.

Latest flrans

BBLS. “Superior'' Southern 111. Floor.

800

dly

A. D. REEVES,

FEW RECRUITS WAFTED I

Flour, Corn, and Rye.

tout*, Pants, Vests, Jackets,
MAN to go Into copartnership with the advertiser Iu a light, respectable
manufacturing business in this city. Plenty or work on hand. Profits
large, and all cash, Tma is a bake cbabcb fora
steady, industrious young or middle aged man, with
$2.60
ready cash capital. None other need apply.
For further particulars call at 82} Exchange Street,
up one flight, room No. 1.
augOdtf

RALLY TO THE TV./tat

molasses and Sugar.
200 do. Muscovado do.
100 boxes 11. B. Sugar,
For sale by JOHN
Je23—3m

Exchunge Street,

08

SMITH,
21 Silver Street.

19 k

IIHUB. Cardona. Molasses,

()EA

dtf

27
New York Items.

dress

a

A. D. REEVES,

and reference.

name

a

UNION FOREVER!

By KENDALL k WHITNEY,
Old City Hall, Portland.
d2mis
July 29.1862.

made by hand, at the Tailoring Establishment of

will

Aug. 1, 1862.

order

vour

RY goods;

Fruit Cans.

HOURS!

have made to

*CO’ A«e*‘“*0"’

d3wi*

GOOD

DRESS COAT, PANTS AND VEST.

dtf

be received at the Press Office. for thirty days, from competent persons to
fill a vacancy as an assistant iu a first class
apothecary store. Address “Apothecary,” as above, with

real

can

for sale bv

of Fruit Cans, both
A Glass andASSORTMENT
Tin, for sale at Manufacturers' Prices,

men,

consisting of

Notice.

Sunday, between

day

You

a

Portland” A^«.19a.LEY

and Onions*
BBLS. Silver-akin ONIONS,
t*
do.
I
150
APPLES. (Sweet and Soar Boughs).
Just received and for talc by
F. A. SMITH,
19 A 21 Sliver Street.
aug4d4w

the short notice of

•‘Partner,’' Box No. 428, Portland P. O.

SIiiiSJdcl.TJSSt^

Apples

notice, in evkky style, at any hour in
day or evening.
Also, ALE, PORTER. CIGARS, ftc. augT—lmd

TWELVE

SEVEN
hundred dollars*
ofth* Andro"»ui»

DOLE k 'MOODY,
No. 6 Galt Block. Commercial St.

F. A.

HOUSE,

tie

ju*t received;

aujr4d4w

the

e it

on

Old Western Mixed Corn

BUSHELS of

"

florid* for Sale.

previously redeemed.)
thirteen thousand

Butter and Cheese*
1 Cki'k TUBS Choice Vermont BUTTER.
Ivl/ 150 boxen
( I1KKSK.
Just received and for sale by

it the place where OY8TER8 of the beat
quality are served up at a few moments'

Gr

Pledged

»h«Jl sell at Public AUctlttn
Wedneedav.
WEAngu.t
20tb, at 11 o’clock A. M, at o»«7,i
*”

-n-

ALSO,

.luly 31.

Corner of Fort Street aod Portland Pier,

CO.’*.

ft

AAddress
very lucrative business.

fight

occurred 7 miles from town on
a force of 400*1 federals and
the. rebels under Jeff Thompson. The latter
were driven back with great loss.
The paper gives no further particulars.
More fighting is anticipated.
The Jackson Mississippian says that Com.
Brown of tlie ram Arkansas was wounded in
the head at the time she run the lederai gaunta

one

Wanted*
PARTNER, with a capital of about 82000, in

Cairo. August 0.
Tlie Memphis Bulletin of the 3d reports

that

Also,

augfttf

from

Harrisbubo, August 6.
Gov. Wad-worth, by direction of the War
Department, to-day, arrested the editors and
publishers of the Patriot and Union, charged
w ith
issuing treasonable posters calculated to
retard and embarrass recruiting throughout
the State. Tlie whole party left for Washington this morning.

OYSTER

At

APPLICATIONS

TCOvB

II. FREEMAN'S

CONVENIENT Tenement of 6

Jyl5

A

CASKETS,

And
may
the VERY BEAT. By giving my strict and imtfividcd
attention to the manufacturing, lining aud trimming
of the above, 1 can furnish them cheaper than any
one else.
JAMES I*. SLEEPER.
Aug. 6,1862.

or 7 rooms, for a
small family, within ten minutes’ walk of the
Post Office.
Please address Box 470 Portland Post Office,

A

AND

A

milling. Cargo Sch.

Western mixed Corn.

all the various kinds of

Now in Use,
will make to order anything of this kind that
he ordered, at short notice, from the
cheapest to

Wanled.

Keokuk and arrested some .'10 rebel sympathizers and took them to Keokuk.
Arrest of Editors.

COFFINS

at

WOODMAN, TRUE

Congress Street, keeps con-

stantly

lor

auction sales.

2,500 bushels YELLOW CORN In store.
chas. McLaughlin- a co.
Iw
Aug. 2,1862.

Exchange Street, Portland,

rear of 411
on band

'■

The Guerillas at Work In Missouri

There

No. Ill
Residence

Wanted Imcdiately,
Inquire

——:

JAMES P. SLEEPER,
FURNISHING UNDERTAKER,

Chicago

COAT AND PANT MAKERS.
Pressman and oue Machine Girl.

perior article
Hix, now lauding.

Thomas

_WANTS."

with 2000

yesterday,

Heavy mixed Corn.
it bushels Heavy Mixed Corn.

27}

or;

MISCELLANEOUS.

—

No.

between Murfreesboro and
McMinneviile is open and the telegraph is being erected.

gn lu^

Mr. Lincoln was followed by ex-Governor
If tile
Boutwell, who closed by saying that
people declare with courage that slavery shall
be
the
w
then
let
this
ar
cease,
cry.”
Lion. L. Swett of Illinois, General Shepley,
Gen. Shields. Hon. Robert J. Walker, Hon. K.
Thompson, Senator Harlan, aud others, addressed tile assemblage.
The meeting was most enthusiastic and one
of the largest ever assembled in this city.

respecting

Mr. Barnes.

vs

no more.

Mr. Barnes, in explanation of his resolution,
addressed the meeting, and made some lucid
was

J

when he had noue to give; and I say here, so
far as 1 know, the Secretary of War lias withheld no one thing at any one time in my pow1 have no accusation against
er to give him.
him. I believe lie is a brave and able man. I
stand here as justice requires me, to go to take
upon myself what has been charged on the
Secretary of War as withholding from him. 1
have talked longer than 1 expected to, and
now I avail myself of my privilege of saying

Hon. Phinehas Barnes offered the following
resolution:

The vote

the rebel Forest leaving 40
into our hands.
Forest is supposed to be at

Fellow citizens—1 believe there is no precedent for my appearing before you on tids occasion, but it is also true there is no precedent
for your being here yourselves, and 1 offer in
justification of myself and of you. that u|H>n
examination, 1 have found nothing in the Constitution against it. I have, however, an impression that there are younger gentlemen who
will entertain you better, and better address
your understanding that 1 will or could, then
1 propose but to detain you a moment longer.
1 an very little ineliued on any occasion to say
anything unless I hope to produce some good
by it. Tile only tiling I think of just now not
likely to be better said by some one else is a
matter in which we have beard some other
persons blamed lor what 1 did myself. There
has been a very w ide spread attempt to have a
quarrel between Gen. McClellan and the Secretary of War. Now I occupy a position that
enables me to believe at least those gents are
not really so deep in the quarrel as some presuming to be their friends. Gen. McClel ten’s
attitude is such that in the very selfishness of
his nature, he caunot but wish to be successful,
and I hotie he will, and the Secretary of War
is precisely in the same situation. If the military commauders in the field cannot lie successful, not only the Secretary of War, but
myself, for the time being, masters of them
both, cannot be but failures. 1 know Gen.
McClellan wishes to be successful, and 1 know
he does not wish it any more than the Secretary of War for him, and both of them together no more thau 1 wish it.
Sometimes we have a dispnth about how
many men Gen. McClellan lias had, and those
w ho would disparage him say he hits had a
very large number, and those who would disparage the Secretary of War, insist that Gen.
McClellan lias had a very small number. Tile
basis for this is, there is always a wide difference, and on this occasion perhaps a wide one
between the grand total on McClellan’s rolls
and the men actually lit for duty; and those
who would disparage him, talk of the grand
total on paper, and those who would disparage
tlie Secretary of War, talk of those at present
tit fur duty. Gen. McClellan has asked for
tilings that the Secretary of War did not give
him. Gen. McClellan is not to blame for asking for what he wanted and needed, and the

debt of the company, which Is all funded, consists of Its obligations to the City
of Portland, for loans of Its bonds,
amounting to.*2,000.000

tion offered

The nerald ha* a special dispatch from
Nashville 5th, which says Gen. Nelson occupied McMinneviile Sunday with 6000 troops,

by
Mr. A. Lincoln, President of the United
Stales, in respouse to loud irnpatieut calls then
addressed the people ns follows:

Tlie

statements

New York, August (i.

Cotton quirt and steady—sales 450 bales at 47 a 48c
for middling upland.
Flour
Sfati* and Western closed quiet
Superfine State 4 90 a 510; Extra do ft.Hi a 5 40; Round
Hoop Ohio, ft 60 a 5 65; Extra Western ft 30 a 6 4ft.
Southern is unchanged—Mixed to good, 6 40 a 5 80;
Fancy and Extra 5 90 a 7 00. < anada a shade firmer
Extra 5 25 a 6 25.
Wheat closed heavy
Spring 112 a 1 19;
Milwaukie Club, 118 a 122; Winter Red Western
1 28 a 1 33.
t orn is unchanged—Mixed Western
56} a 67} for
sound old and 62 a ftftc for eastern.
Iteef quiet and firm.
Pork steady and unchanged.
Sugar* moderately active—N. Orleans, by auction,
8} a 11; Muscovada 8J.
Coffee more active and very firm.
Molasses quiet and unchanged—New Orleans at
a 29; Porto Rico 45; Muscovada 34.
Wool firm.
Freights to Liverpool dull—Flour 3s 7}da3s9d;
Grain 12\ a 13d.

heartily

Meeting.
The annual meeting of this corporation was
held on Tuesday of this week. St. John
Smith, Esq., President of the corporation, presided.
The annual report was presented,
from which we make the following extracts:

of the company in Fedecral currency, dated April 1.1851, ou 15
exclusive
of those pledged to the
years,
City of Portland a« collateral.
Bonds of the company in Sterling rnrrcncy
dated Nov. 1.1852, on 25 years payable in
London, £100,000, nt 4.84 to the pound,.

From Tennessee.

which have been made for it* defence; by the
hopes of the living uml the memories ol the
dead,—and we deliberately and solemnly declare that rather than witness it* overthrow,
we would prosecute the present war until the
towns and cities should be reduced to ashes,
Knoxviile.
[Applause] our fields should be desolated and
we, and all that are dear to us, should have
From Fortress Monroe.
perished with our (lossesslons. Let the Uuiou
Fortress Moniioe, August 5.
be preserved or the country made a desert.
which conveyed rcliel prisonResolved, That, convinced as we are, that ersThe transport
up James river yesterday were stopped
the leaders in the rebellion will never sincere- ;
this side of Harrison’s Landing, by order of
ly teturu to their allegiance to the Union, or Gen.
These are the prisoners from
quietly submit to its laws, we are of the opin- Fort McClellan. and
the cause of their ticiiig
Delaware,
ion that they should be regarded and treated
is
said
tie
to
stopped
owing to some difficulty
as irreclaimable traitors who are to be stripped
in
of
exchange
prisoners with the rebels.
of their possessions, of w hatever character,
Tile Louisiana, with 317 wounded prisoners
and either deprived of life or ex|ieiled from
from Richmond, nnd the Kennebec with 270,
the country.
[Wild applause and cries of arrived
this noon, under orders to report to
good.]
Surgeon R. II. Gilbert, Medical Director of
The entire series of resolutions were unanithis Department. 120 of the slight cases have
mously ami enthusiastically adopted.
been sent to the Chesapeake Hospital. The
Mr. Chittenden, Register of the Treasury,
severe cases will be sent to Philadelphia at an
made a stirring opening speech. His remarks
early date. The Kenuebec, with only slight
were patriotic and pointed, and his allusions
eases on hoard, has been ordered to Point
to efforts to eject traitors from the DepartLookout, where they will have every accomment* and from the city of Washington were
modation.
endorsed
the multitude.

in

morning, and the Grand Jury were dismissed after haring returned the Bills found,
numbering twenty-eight Indictments.
We give a list of Petit Jurors empanneiled:
No. 1.—Alex. G. Bailey, Jr., Andrew J.

M.

Captain

lie dispersed the guerillas at Williamsport, 14
miles from Columbia, on Sunday, capturing a
number.
*
Cotton, in considerable quantities, has been
burned near Columbia.
The guerilla Morgan is supposed to be at

this

Hill, David

Toronto, August 0.
and crew of steamer City of
Madison, was arrested to-day, charged with
inducing British soldiers to enlist in the American service.
The

BUSINESS CARDS/

New York, August ft.

over

From Washington.

Great Enthusiasm.

—

The

back, bringing

ISO prisoners taken on
the way. New Market is 10 miles from Richmond. This ended the- r;-—• ,Vjv for the day.
tin- troops going into camp on Malvern Hill.
Gen. McClellan who went to the scene of
action early yesterday morning has not yet returned.
Three thousand of our prisoners will arrive
to-day from Richmond in exchange for a similar number sent Monday.
Everythiug is quiet on the opposite side of
the river.

TO THE

An Interruption.—The door of the drug
store of T. G. Loring. Esq., was found to be

New York Market*

ket. where meeting two brigades of rebels, he

N.

I

T. TRUE, M. A

Proprietor

Bethel, July 25th.

^ ^

and

clAwtwd

^

Principal,

a

Expressly corrected

thin and old;
I mot hot*;
8he stooped, and trod with tottering feet;
once was gold,
that
was
The hair
gray
The voice was harsh, that once was sweet;
and her eyes
dwindled,
were
hands
Her
Robbed of the girlish light of joy,
Were dim; I felt a sad surprise
That I had loved her when a boy.
was

for the

$> bbl...
Ashes, Tot.
Apple*.
bbl.
Apples, (ireen

lb.
Apples, Sliced
Apples, Cored 4> tt>.
red
Unco
Apples,
plb.

yet a something in her air
Restored me to the vanished time;
My heart grew young and seemed to wear
The brightness of my youthftil prime.

Bread.
100 lbs.
Bread, Pilot
Bread, Ship.

1 took her withered hand in mine—
Its touch recalled a ghost of joy—
I kissed it with a reverent sigh.
For 1 had loved her when a hoy.

Crockers |s»r bbl.
Crackers, 4> 100.

6

Beaus, Marrow p bush.
Beans. Pea.
Beans, Blue Pod.
Candles.
lb.
Candles, Mould
Caudles, Sperm.

Indians there is a singular tradition regarding
the white man's origin and superiority. They
nay that when the Great Spirit made the earth
he also made three men, all of whom were fair
complexloned, and after making them he led
them to the margin of a small lake, and bade
One obeyed, and
them leap in and wash.
came out of the water purer and fairer than
before; tbe second hesitated a moment, during which time the water, agitated by the tirst,
became muddied, and when he bathed lie came
out copper-colored; the third did not leap till
the water became black with mud. and came
out its own color. Theu the Great Spirit laid
before them three packages, and out of pity
for his misfortune iu color, gave the black man
He took hold of each of the
the first choice.
packages, and having felt the weight chose the
heaviest; the copper-colored theu chose the
next heaviest, teaving the white man the lightest When the packages were opened, the first
was found to contain spades, hoes, and all the
implements of labor: the second enwrapped
hunting, fishing, and warlike apparatus: the
third gave the white man pens, ink, and paper
—the engine of the mind, the means of mutual improvement, the social link of humanity,
the foundation of the white man's superiority.

^ lb.
Cheese, New.
Coa I —(Retail.)
ton.
Coal, Cumberland
Coal Whiteash.
Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Franklin.
Csflfc.
lb.
Coffee, Java
Coffee, St. Domingo.
Coffee, Rio
Coffee, Mocha.

Cordage.

2ft
4 75
3 76
8 25
35
16
14

I__

3 00
2 75

Sal Soda.
(

ainphor.

Cream Tartar.

Logwood

ex.

Magnesia.
Indigo, Manilla, tine.
Madder,.
Rhubarb.
Alcohol.

everything,

time.

daughgood-

only pleas-

ed with the society of their inferiors, where

they

find it easiest to shine. This is to calculate very foolishly; since, in striving with a
man of ability, we sharpen our own powers—
but always degenerate in exercising ourselves
with fools.

It has been ascertained that the man who
“held on to the last'1 was a shoemaker.

Gilt huish made

order,
any size, style or design, of new
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking Glasses
plates re-set in old fraim**. by

and
and

MOHKlMJN It CO., 26, Market Square.

Gilt Frames.
PORTRAITS OR

LANDSCAPES of anv
style desired—latest patterns and U-s*t

workmanship—made
__

to order by
MORRISON A CO., 26, Market

Square.

Duck, U. S. 10
12

These
those

we can

out, BoMWOod, Black W alnut and
Oak Mouldings.
loweat caeh

ATtrade.
order
by

AND

prices, in quantities to *uit the
made and finished to
MORRISON CO..
Market Square.

Ship Mouldings

Old Frames
RENEWED by

__

A

Re-Gilt,
MORRISON & CO.

On Hand.
CONSTANT supply of beat Extra Deep Gold
Leef, and at low rates at
26 Market Sqtare.

Photographic-

Good* & Chemicals.

stock in this department is
complete,
prising every article used in the an
MORRISON A CO.,

OUR

June24dtfw3t_

PLEASURE
visiting
T^TCURSIONISTS
F-i with
at

coni*

26, Market Square.

PARTIES”
the Islands, supplied

stores
the shortest notice.
solicited.

6]

02

11 ft

12

4\aj
ft
l]«i

3?ft
G3jft

Red

2jft

03 ft

06

34 ®
62 ig
48 "

00
00
00

50 @
25 (©

«

No. 1.
Mackerel p bbl.
Bay No. 1.
Bay No. 2.
Bay No. 3.
Shore No. 1.
2
3 (large).

15

£

@

8 00

7 OO

o

3 76

£

5 00
K 75
6 60
6 00
4 00

a

£
4 76 (g

Bunch, box.

Layer.

Dates.
Prunes.
Floor—Portland inspection.
Flour, Superfine.
Flour, Fancy.
Flour, Extra.
Flour, Family.
Flour, Extra'Superior.
Western extras.
fancy.
44
superior.
Ohio extra.

family

1.
fancy.

Canada super No.

extra.
superior extra.

44

Rye Flour.

Buckwheat Flour p lb.
Corn Meal.

13
26
00

@

£

Rye.

Barley.

£

32 £

£

2 25

Hay p net ton, Screwed.

Hay, Loose.
Hides and SUius,
Slaughter Hides.
Calf Skins.
Calcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

Dry.
Sheep Pelts, Green.
Sheep Pelts, Dry.
Hops,
First

j

I

£

Orders
180 Fere Street near fast of Exchange.
CALDERWOOD & BECKETT.
1'ortland, June 28.
dtf

7

8 00 £10 00
3 40 rd 3 60
3 62 «r 8 88
07 £
09

8)g
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
4

8

10J

75 (9 5 oo
00 (g 6 25
2-5 a 6 60
00
6 25
60
7 60
25 n 6 62J
none
50 a 7 00
25 « 6 76
26 g 6 60
76 « 6 CM)
25® 6-50
60
7 00
00 « 7 60
25 « 4 50
02 n
21
50 £ 3 76

£
£

94 ®
60 oj
65 m
63 o
60 (a
17 00 a 19
22 00 £24

95
55
66
65
62
00
00

4 10 £ 4 38
6 50 g 7 25
12 60 «14 00
18 00 £ 14 00
5
09
1 00
1 15
90

76

@

6
10

a

1 70
1 26

<a>
n

£

1 00
90

«

£

70

15 @

16

40

3

03}

6i«

03)
05)

6)«

IK
121
15

Snrinr.
Sheet Iron, English.
Sheet Iron, Russia.
Sheet Iron, Russia iin't.
La rd.

K

19
22

heavy.

03
16

do

country

Hhd. Shooks.

...

Hoop
Hackmetaek

Timber, %> tun.

1 15

1
2o
2
2
1
1
1
21
8

37
00
40

gal.

2 60

94

a)

10

@

21
241

a

24‘
26
75
17

«

^

«00
«O0
«00
«o0
« 14
5 12
<#10
n

15
n 32
••
3
o
2
tr 8
a
1
•>
1
« 35
a
2
»
2
*#
1
& 1
a
1
« 23
« 10
«

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50

00
00
00
25

75
20
62
00
50
45
75

Oakuin, American.
Oil.
Portland Kerosene Illiiminat’g Oil

9

Shore.
Linseed.

Boiled,.

6[@
a.

6J

6]

5
12

7

,r»|

@
g)

6]

16

8}

40 'a)
24 @>
24 @
24 rt
80 aj
75 aj
IS @

a

gar,

un an a
44

3 25
0 00

sj

A A.

Hemp

9}

9la)

10}
12

w

1H

13}
]8j-.c$
13}

lal

134

13}

81

9
6

o'

6)@

75 @ 1 00
75 « 1 00
HO .«
75
45 v®
50

65 (3
50
43 "j
48
38 aj
42
55
HO
48 w
62
43 n
45
75 fc 1 00
0 00
1 50
38

00
354

84}a)
10 60
12 25
9 25

il 00
a 12 75
<jg 9 60
ra

Sail.

50 @
40 «;
45 ®
2*’. tv
14

Baleing.
44

65
00
5»»
00

&

India

14}

2 00(5)250
2 50 a 4 00
2 25 a 2 50

Hard, retail.
Soft,
Waal.
Domestic.
Pelts.
Zinc.
Pigs and slabs.
Sheet Mosslmanu.

H 00
4 00

&

42

%

62]

a

tv

H 25
5 00

1

5}

6}

9
00

8}o)
90‘a;

Sheathing.^.
Exchange.
Loudon—60 days...

50
00

1 25 rd> 1 27

Paris...f

52} £

4

4 45

growth

or

of 10 percent, is levied on al
imported direct from the place ol

duty

production.

ASHES.—10 per cent., ad val.
BREAD.—30 percent.
BUTTER.—4 *> cent.
CANDLES.—Sperm and Wax, 8c., Tallow, 2c., per

CHEESE.—4c
lb
CO AL.—< Retail.) From Br. Provinces, free, other
Bituminous SI; all other kinds 50c per ton.
COFFEE.—6c per lb.
CORDAGE -Tarred 2}c p !b. Manila 2c
!b, all
other 3c t> !b.
DRUGS axd DYES.—Perth. Acids,(nitric, oxalic,

foreign

or

«
u

20 00
2 62

@

85 d>
75
w

1 GO
68
63
19 00
18 00
92
98

40

@ 1 65
<w

,<#

<fc21

Cq;20
/#

70
65
00
00

98

@ 1 00

enemies that its

same

to foster

seek

all true

endorse any compromises
against the laws of the land,
to
the great central idea of
loyalty
nor

in rebellion

men

but will inculcate

democracy—that

the

majority

must

govern.

Upon the exciting question
may be
tion no

of Domestic Slavery, it
proper to say, that while the Press will sancinterference with the constitutional or legal

of

the loyal
cipation,

character,

nor

State governments, to secure gradual emanas proposed by President Lincoln, and all

looking to a i*accf'ul
greatest “moral, political and social

our

a

generous and

hearty

Provinces free.

FRUIT.—Lemons, Oranges, Bananas and Plantains 20 p cent, ad \nl.—Almonds 4c, and shelled do,
6c per lb—Nut* and Dates, 2c p lb—Currants, Figs,
Plums, Prunes and Raisins, 5c p lb—Citron 30 p
ad val.
GRAIN—Corn and Oats 10c: Rye and Barley 15c;

Provinces, free.

p cent, ad val, per cask of 25

SKINS.—10 p cent, ad val.
HUPS.—10 P cent.
IRON.—Pig and Scrap, £6: Bar, rolled or hammered, £15; Railroad £12; Boiler £20 p ton; 81e<t
£25 p ton.
LEATHER-30 p cent.
LEAD —Pig lie p lb
LIME.—10 p cent, ad val.
MOLASSES.—6c p gal.
NAILS.—Cut lc, Wrought 2c, Assorted 3c p lb.
NAVAL STORES.—Turpentine, Rosin, Pitch, Tar,
20 p cent, ad val.; Sp. Turpentine 10 cents p gal.
HIDES k

oils, of For-

Other kinds free.

SUGAR.—Below No. 12 Dutch standard, including
Melndoand Concentrated Molasses, 21c p tb; above
No. 12, not refined, 3c; refined, 5c p tb; when tinctured or colored, 8c.

TEAS.-20c p tb.
TOBACCO.—Leaves unmanufactured, 26; all other
kinds 30 p cent, ad val.
TIN.—111 pigs, free; Plates, 10 p cent, ad val.
TWINE.—30 p cent.
WOOL.—Coasting 18c p tb and under, 5 p cent;
under 24c p tb, 3c; over 24c p tb, 9c p lb.
ZINC.—In blocks or pigs, lc: in sheets, ljc p lb.—
Manufacturers of, 30 p cent, ad val.

Saturday Evening

Train*.

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
P. 31., on arrival of train from Portland and Boston,
for Wiscnsset, Dainariscotta, Waldoboro’, Rockland
and Thotnaston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays exceptedL for
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland and Bostou.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portlaud, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run daily between Augusta and Port-

Stages

land.

Augusta, April, 1862.

Prkm, and intending that, alike in
war and in peace—in our country's peril and in its
triumph, it shall speak with no uncertain voice, wc
not

lose

and, instead of seeking to widen the differences between those who are requi red by a common patriotism to act in concert, the Pans will labor hopefully
to encourage unity of purpose and harmony of action among all loyal men.
Aside from its political

department, the Prkm will
earnestly devoted to the advancement of the best
interests of the city and State. Its Local Department will in no case be neglected. Particular attenbe

tion will be

given to the Commercial and Maritime
It will be the aim of its conductors to make

interests.

it

an

indispensable

institution of the

State, and

a

genial and welcome visitor iu every work-shop, counting-house, and family circle. The Editors, not unknown to the

ded

energies

make such

people

Maine, will give their undivibefore them, and labor to
the city of Portland, the State

of

to the work

a

paper as
of Maine, and the exigencies of the times demandone that shall he true to the popular instincts.

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixtield; returning opposite dav*.

East Dixtield. Dixtield,
Stage
Jay
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
leaves North

Portland and

for

hingtield,

on

Wednesdays

and Satur-

days, returning on 3iomiays and Fridays.
Stage* leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon
and Phillips.
Passenger* for this route will take the car* at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON, Snp’t.
Farmington May 6, 1862.
june23dtf
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THROUGH TICKETS

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crosse, St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

To

ERIE
Via

augum.

and well filled with the

nows of the week, and origPolitical, Agricultural, Literary and
Miscellaneous reading, making it specially adapted to
the Family Circle, will l>o issued weekly, at S1.50
per
year, idvariably in advance. To any person sending
the names of jire new tubtcribern, cash in advance,

an

extra copy will be wut

N. A. Foster. )
J. T. Gilman,
J B. Hall.

J

gratis.

1802.

The undersigned cordially approve the enterprise
projected in the foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly
commend the new paper to the hearty support of the
People of Maine.

and

Niagara Falls.

Tills road is broad ouaof and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

provided

with

tlf "Tickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rates

by

W. D. LITTLE, Aokxt,
Yon

can save

office.

Office 31 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this

June 23.

Committee.

Rep. Com.

Portland and Yew York Strainer*.
The
splendid and fast Steamship
"CHESAPEAKE,” Captain Sidney

m

^^uTy^CRowELL.
follows:

will until further notice

run

as

Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, at 4 P. M and leave Pier 9 North Hirer, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock, P. M.
This vessel is fitted tip with tincaeeoniiiiodatinn* for
passengers, making this the most speedy, sale anti
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage $6,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Easfport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamer before 3 P. M., ou the day that she leaves
Portland.
m
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY' & FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H. B. ( ROM WELL & CO., No. 86 West Street,
New Y'ork.
June 23,1868.
dtf

M O N T R E A L,

OCEAA STEANSIIIP CO’S

Mail Line.

Weekly
m

k

ladies, and is the very best
thing known for the purpose, a* it
will bring on the monthly sickness
in eases of obstruction, after all other
remedies of the kind have been tried
in vain.
HTOver 2000 BOTTLES have
now been sold without a
single failure when takeu as directed, and without the least injury to health in any

^

of the following first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH

AMERICAN, XORWKl.IAN. JURA,
S-X1» >H EMI AN, ANGLO SAXON, NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturfor
Liverpool, via Londonderry.
day morning,

Passenger*

with

It is put up in bottles of three different atrengths with full directions
for using, and sent by express, closely sealed, to all
parts of the country.
Prices.—Full strength. 310; Half Strength, 96:
Quarter Strength, 93per bottle.
ty Remember! This medicine is designed expressly for obstinate Cases, which all other rem-

edies of tlie kind hare failed to cure; also that it is
warranted as represented •» every respect, or the
price will he refunded.
OF IMITATIONS! Nciegenuine
and warranted unless purchased directly of Dr. M.
at his REMEDIAL INSTITUTE FOR SPECIAL
DISEASES, No. 2H Union Street, Providence, R. I.
tJTThis speciality embraces all diseases of a private nature with of MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educated phvsieiau of twenty years' practice,
giving his whole aftention to them.
bv letter or otherwise are strictly
confidential. and medicine* will be sent
secure from observation, to all parts of the united
States. Also, accommodations for LADIES ftnm
abroad wishing for a secure and quiet Retreat, with
good care until restored to health.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousaud dollar* arc
to swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it. Most of this *nm conn’s
out of a class of persons who are the ie**t able to lose
it, but once paid they can nerer get it back, and they
are compelled to suffer the wrong in silence, not darth>-miug to exnose the cheat for fear of
selces. All this conies from
without inquiry,
to men who are alike destitute of honor, character,

tpjr*fi£WARE

{^'‘Consultations

Coiumitteof

trusting,

false and extravagant assertions, in praise of
themselves.
If, therefore, you would avoid being
humbugged, take no man’s word, no matter trhat hit
professions are, but MAKE INQUIRYit will cost
you nothing, and may save you many regrets; for as
advertising physicians, in nine cases out of ten are
Itopus, there is no safety in trusting any rf them, unless von know who and trhat they are.
fcy’Dr. M. will send phkb. by "enclosing one stamp
as above, a Pamphlet on DISEASES Or WOMEN*,
and on I'rirate IPi senses generally ; giving most hall
information, ivith the nu>st umtouhted references and
testimonials, without which uo advertising physician
or medicine of this kind U
deserving of asmt coxpi-

Portland.

Eclectic tleiliral

Steamer

JIOSEV,

his attention to
diseases of a certain class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in uo iustance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and then* is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughe* is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 6 Temple street. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
hi all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail; cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a frw hours; cures without the dread fti! cons*uent effects
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and
isonow taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, an. ** the proper
is
used.
The
remedy
ingredients are entirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locallv, can be caused by using them.
YOlJNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused bv bad habits in youth,
the effects of w inch are pain and dirriness "in the
bead, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the (tin,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently
a

All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Addr****
DR. J. B. HUGHES.
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland.
IJ^Send stamp for Circular.
jnll—1!& wSmfi

At a Cot’RT of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the third
Tuesday of July, in the year ol' our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-two,
milE Commissioners appointed by said Court to set
X out Dower in the estate of Ichabod Baker, late
of Windham, in said County, deceased, to Sarah Baker, widow of said deceased, having returned the
wurrant to them directed, together with their doings
and confirmation
thereon, for
It teas Ordered, that the said Commissioners give
notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to
be published three weeks successively in the Maine
State Press printed at Portland, that they may upnear
at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on
the third l uesday of September next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be accept«*d and confirmed.
WILLIAM (». BARROWS, Judge.
A true ropy. Attest,
•\v3w5
Kl'UEN'E HUMPHREY, Register.

HARMON,

St., Portland. Maine.

FREEMAN BRADFORD,
K. HARMON.
d&wtf.

Personal Notice.
PRIGNITZ, of Prussian Bark
••Depescbe," requests the wife, children or relations c»f the deoeaiM-a C. Simon Stanorth (Steinorth).
of Barth, (Prussia', to apply to him, in a matter of
inheritance, under the care of Messrs. Wm. Salem &
w3w7
Co., New Yoik.
J. G.

A. W. BAN FIELD,
P. J. Forestall and Mills & Forristall,

IMPORTER and dealer in

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,
STATIONERY, TOYS, & c.f
Federal and 106 Congress Street*,
BANPIELD.

Boston.

acceptance

Fancy Printing,

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.
Notice.

July, Postage Stamps

will not be

ed at

P. J.

Forristall

June 23.

can

be

found at the above place.
w

ly

At a Court op Probate held nt Portland, within
and for the Comity of Cumberland, on the third
Tuesday of July, iu the year of our Lord eightceu
hundred and six tv-two,
A. ANTllOlXE, widow of Daniel W. AnJ thoine. late of Windham, in -aid ( oiinty. deceao*
od, having presented her petition that administration
ou the estate of said deceased, may be granted to
John Webb, of said Windham;
It teas Ordered, that the said Petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to be
three weeks successively in the Maiue State
*ress, printed at Portland, that they may anpesr at a
Probate Court to bo held at said Portland, ou the
third Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock
in tin* forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be granted.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
A true copy, Attest.
•
w3w5
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register

IYDIA

iiublislied

COKS

I

j
Jane

23. 1382.
*■

a
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PREMIUM STAHDARD
SCALK8.
These Scale* are still manufactured
rm/ff by the original inventors, who

are conatantlv adding anch real trad
rnluahir improvrmentt aa their long
and -kill snggret.

experience

A COMPLETE VARIETY:
Hay, Coal. Railroad, Platform, Coanter, Drag
gist's, ami Ilntchcr’a Scales; Keanu, Weight#, Ac.,
for tale at onr Warehoose,

Portland bf Khert ft W a Tin ho can.

Sold in

White's Patent Alarm

Money Drawer.

CERTAIN PROTECTION
THIEVES.

A

AGAINST

Sold at Fa aatvx'a Scale Warehouse, 118
Milk Street Boards, by
FAIRBANKS ft BROWN.

HICNHY JONES,
DEALER IK

SHIP TIMBER AMD PLAHX
HACKMETAC KNEES. LOCCST TREENAILS. mnd a general variety
of Ship Stock.
Cargoes of Oak Timber and Plank tarnished to

der.
92 State St., Boston.

or-

WharflfiO Border St., E. Boeton.

FAIRBANKS tft BEARD,
WHOLE*ALE DEALER

IK

ALR, PORTER, CIDER, SODA,
MINERAL WATER,
Bi-ildixs, Howard St..
BOSTON.
DRAUGHT ALE ASD PORTER.
AND

Howard A

ujceecm

BURNETT’S KALLINTON,
Wash far the Complexion haa no equal. It ia
dfatingniahed far ita cooling and toothing properties,
and ia admirably adapted to all nnnalnral condition*
of the akin; removing Tan, Sunburn, Freckle*, Redneaa and Rougher** of the akin, fte.,
curing Chapped
Hand*, tnd allaying the irritation caused by tbe bit**
of Moequitor*. and other annoying insects.
Prepared by Joseph Burnett ft Co., Boston, and far aale
by
At

a

Which ia

OP THE HAIR,

now-a-daya, may he entirely
of Bruxrrr'a Cocoaixr. It

to common

prevented by the

uve

baa been used in thousand, of eases where the hair
was coming oat in bandfalla, and has saver faded to

decay, and to promote a healthy and vigorgrowth. It is nt the same time anrivaJled as a
dressing far the hair. A single application will reader it soft and glossy for several day*. Prepared
by
Joeeph Burnett ft Co., Bostou, and far sale by al
dealer*.

PAINT

NEW

STORE.

-prepared by-

L.

CORNER

H.

OF

WATER

TITCOMB,

APOTHECARY,
•

Asharl

Portland, Me*
Formerly

CURES.I >y spepsia.

CORRECTS.Indigestion and Flatulency.
PREVENTS.Liver Complaint* A Bilious Fever*,
RELIEVES
Constipation and Headache,
STRENGTHENS the Nervous System.
lm
July 1. l*tt.

Do" YOU

CONGRESS ST.,

AND

BOSTON.

er

In

Whrrlrr, Ag’t,

Union Street, Manufacturer and Deal-

ia

PAINTS OILS. VARNISHES,
And Painters’ Supplies

GOOD >

Generally,

Sta-

ple Drags, Sponges, Gams,
AXD—

Health anil Strength Secured,

SUPERIOR

BY THK C8E (>r T1IB

GLUES.

STRING AND SUMMER MEDICINE,

Dr.

Langley’s

I

w

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.
of Sarsaparilla. Wild Cher nr. Yellow
Dock, Prickley Ash, Thorough wort. Rhubarb,
Mandrake, Dandelion, 4tc., all of which are so compounded as to act in coucert, and assist Nature in

COMPOSED

eradicating disease.

Tire effect of this medicine is most wonder Ail—it
acts directly upon the bowel* and blood, by removing
all obst ructions from the internal organs, stimulating
them iuto healthy action, renovntiu/^be fountains of
life, purifying the bl^od. cleansing it ftom all humors
and causing it to course through every part of the
body; restoring the invalid to health and usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from thesyst.mi, Liver Complaint, that main wheel of so many diseases, Jaundance in its worst forms, all Hillious Disease* and
< 'ostiveness, all kinds of Hufoul stomach.
mors, Indigestion. Headache. Dizziness. Pile*, Heartburn. \N tainwii Patna in the -idc ami bowels. Flatulency, Loss of appetite, and a torpid or diseased Liver, a disordered Stomach or bad olood. to which all
and Summer.
are more or less subject in
3lorc than *20.000
persons nave been enrol bv thl*
medicine. It is highly recommended by Physicians
Try it and yon will never regret if.
Sold by all dealers in Mcdiciue everywhere at only
25 and 38 cents per bottle. Order* addressed to

Dyspepsia.

Spring

everywhere.

MACHINE CUT FILES.
THE

WHIPPLE

FILE MANUFACTURING CO.
Arp now readv to supply every description of their
Machine Cut Files, warranted superior to all othiu use.

ers

OFFICE AND

NO. 34

SALESROOM:

KILBT STREET,
(Corner of Central.) Boston.

GEO. C. GOODWIN k CO.» Hobtom.
june21d4m

FAMILY

Mourning Store,

YANKEE NOTIONS.

ADDISON W.

THM OS IT IOSS

For BLEEDING, BLIND, ind ITCHING PILES.
LEPROSY. SCROFl’LA. SALT KIIFIX,
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN.
On, bottle warranted to cure every eaee of Pile,: two
bottle, in all other caiet of the above dftraine; If not.
dealer, are requested to re hind the money is
every
eae.Only five bottle, in a thousand returned, and
those were conflrmed Fintula. Hundred, of lettefs
and certificate, are now in the
proprietor', poaeeodon,
which can be wen on annlicatloD. Send tor Circular
Prepared by HENRY D. FOWLE, Cbetel,t. 71
Prince street, Boston. Sold everywhere, (ertifleatee with each bottle.

PREMATURE LOSS

GREAT

Z.

28 and 30

FOWLE’S FILE AND RUMOR CUBE.

all dealers.

“BUY MEAKD I’LL

Having devoted ©nr attention exclusively to the Pension business tor the last twenty years, and hating a
reliable Agency iu Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claim* against the Government with
promptness and de*patch, and on very reasonable
term*, making no charge until the claim is obtained.

FANCY

or

me
engaging elsewhere. Remember that I am the originator of the 25 cent package stationery, and also IF E. Agent for H H. Lloyd
k Co’s celebrated Maps and Charts, and J. C. Buttre’s
tine Steel Engraved Portraits. Withal, it
may be
safely said, that 1 have the best assortment of the
most saleable articles for the times that can he found
in New England.
For particulars, address B. B.
KUsi8ELL, 515 Washington Htreet, Boston.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has

for
PRIVATE
number of years confined

373 Congress Street,

IjlOR

(Successor

WANTED! A6BNT9.
about to
in the

sale of 25 cent packengage
ages of Stationery. Maps, Charts,
THOSE
Portraits,
should write to
before

delicacy.

PACKETS,

Bark Pay, A«\,

to

Boston.

on*

Tickets, Drafts,
for further information, Address,
GEO. W ARliKN, 99 State Street, Boston, Mass.

CAPTAIN

practice,

■oaioa.

Established for the trmtuunt of thone disrates in
l*>th sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

Sight Bill* of Fixchangc, for Xl Sterling and npwaad, payable at any Bank in Great Britain or Ire-

county'road,

o#

arrest it*

Sailing from Liverpool for Boston twice a month.
Steerage Passage. $20. Also. Agent for New Y ork
and Liverpool Steamship*, sailing from New York
and from Liverpool every Wednesevery
day, and calling at Queenstown, Ireland. Cabin
Psa agc, $75. 3*1 Class, $30.

Portland, June 20th.

by mail, free

Dr. Greene will be at the office from 8 A. M., to 1
P. M.
The office will he open, and competent persona in
attendance, from 7 1-2 A. M to 6 r M.
All communications should he directed to R.
GREENE, 3ft BroinHHd Street, Boston.
Note. Persons wishing to investigate this method
Of
or its superior success, will be fornisbed
with a pamphlet descriptive of treatment, free, by
K.
GREENE, M. D., 96 Bromdeld Street,
addressing

Infirmary.

tickets issued at reduced rates.

service in the present war, obtained for Soldiers
and Sailors, their Widow* and Hein*, tVoin the United State* Government, on application iu person or
by letter to

uinberlanri ami State of Maine, claims bv mortgage
a certain tract of laud situated in Falmouth, in said
Couuty, bounded, beginning at the most southwesterly comer of land now or formerly of Royal Leighton, thence easterly and northerly by the* same to land
of John W. Freeman, t hot ice easterly by the same to
laud of Jeremiah Hall, thence southerly and westerly by the same to land owned by Jeremiah llohbs.
thence northerly and westerly by the same and land
of Philip (lanimou to the
thence northerly by said road to the first bounds; containing seventeen acres more or loss, subject to the light of Jeremiah Hobbs or his assign# to puss and repass through
said premises. 8aid real estate having bocu conveyed
in
mortgage to Samuel S. Webster and Micah Sampson bv Dependence H. Furbish, bv his deed of August 22, 1865, recorded iu the Registry of Deeds lor
Cumberland County, in hook 2*33. page 397; which
mortgage was duly assigned bv said Micah Sampson
to Samuel S. Webster, June 36, 1*C2, as w ill appear
by the assignment thereof recorded ill said Registry,
to all of w hich records reference is to be had for a
more particular description. The condition of said
deed of mortgage is broken, and the subscriber, assignee of sain mortgage, bv reason thereof do claim
a foreclosuie of said mortgage, ami do hereby notify
all parties interested of my claim to foreclose said
mortgage, ou account of the breach of the conditions
thereof.
Dated at Portland this first dav of July, A. D.
SAM L S. WEBSTER.
ju!2-w3\v*

charge.

118 Milk STttxrr,’
(Thorndike Bailding,) Corner of Battery march 8t.,

d&w2m

Geo. Warren,

No. 88 Exchange

of Dr. Greene’s personal attention.
Consultation at the office, or

aa

FLxcursion tickets to the World’s F'air, out and
back. $150.
Apply to Edmonstone. Allan k Co.. Montreal, or to
J. L.. FARMF.R.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23, 1862.
dtf

HOI M l

Persons having Cancers, or those afflicted with complicated diseases, should immediately avail themselves

exposing

leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
at 1 15 P. M.,
Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

PEKSIOAS,

was

paid

United States mails, every Friday,

Republican

City

SnprrintemUnff Phyaicican.

established for the care of Disease. upon the principles of innocent medication, entirely discarding the nae of Poiaonoua Drags.
Many diseases, such as Hcrofala, Humors of the
Blood, Diseases of the Throat and Langs, Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaint, Heart Complaint, Rheumatism,
Female Complaints, and a great variety of ordinary
Diseases are successfully treated by Medicine which
may be sent to any part of the country with foil
directions.
This Institution

by Express,

morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third ( lass, $»>. First Class, $67to’$82—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand

or

R. Greene, M. D.,

SINGLE

connecting with

Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn

Day, PrePt. Rev. P. Mason, Viet Prea’t.

Rev. N.

sanity
cured.

ON

constantly for sale.
F'or Passage Certificate*.

(

and Stumped Envelopes
FROM

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and

sow, as above.
June 23.

land

Notice of Foreclosure.
VOTICE is hereby given, that the subscriber, Sami.N uel S. Webster, of Portland, In the County of

the|Post Office.

MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.

DR. HIGHER

BRADFORD &

and after the first of

Dr.

Saturday,

)

KINGSBURY, Jr.,
CLEMENT PHINNEY,
Cumberland Co.
DANIEL ELLIOT,

Card &

THE GREAT INDIAN REMEDY
FOR FEMALES.

ryOrders by mail promptly attended to. Write
Mattiyour address plainly, and direct to Dr. H.

STEAMBOATS.

LIVERPOOL

State

BEN,I

Book,

[COPYRIGHT SECURED]

Proprietor of the

Republican

STRICKLAND,

EDWARD L. PICKARD,
JOHN T. HULL,
CIIARELS II OSGOOD,
HENRY L PAINE.
HENRY' P. LoRD.
JAMES DOUGHTY,
OPEN RING,
WILLIAM GRAY.
JOHN M. STEVENS.
AUG. 1
GERISH,
FRANt IS E. PRAY,
WM. H. PLUMMER.

*PCe-_

THAYER & WARREN,

EUGENE HALE.

LUKE BROWN,
O. G. COOK,

Jnil—3m

SUCCESSOR to

LEONARD ANDREWS.
SAMUEL E. SPRING.
NELSON DIXGLEY, Jr.,
R. S. STEVENS,
N. A FAR WELL,
R. B. FULLER.
C. II. B. WOODBURY,
T. HARMON.
E. WOODBURY,

one of their
in constant attcud-

DESCK WHATKVEU.

dawtf

May. 18*52.

S. 1*.

lady of experience

Trunk

N. A. Foster k Co., Publishers.

)
Portland, May 19,

A

own

RAILWAY.

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

The Portland Daily Prep* is printed with entirely new type, on a sheet as large as that of any
daily in Maine, and issuod every morning, (Sun-

days excepted,) at So per
Subscriptions for
less than six months, 50 cent*per month.
The Maine State Prkm, large, neatly printed,

B.—LADIES desiring may consult

case.

On and after Monday, Mav 6. 1862,
leave Portland for Lewiston
anu faiinmgton via Bruuswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. 31.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

Eggagggiffri

Sa3jj*3H!Kfr*ins will

for the

sight of the fact that true men have honestly differed, and that, coming by different routes
they now find themselves travelling parallel roads;
do

N\

own sex.

BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

distinctly announcing the general course

While thus

their i-siK-cial accommodation.
Dr. HJb Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivaltod in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all case* of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,
bv addressing
DU. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.

RAILROAD.

support.

proposed

DR.

juue23dtf

ANDROSCOGGIN

INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE.
OFFICE 38 BKOXF1ELD ST.. BOSTON.

IIUGHE8 particularly Invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at hi* rooms. No.
6 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for

B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.

measures

find in the Prkm

will

aud

Infirmary.

TO THE LADIES.

On Monday trains leave Augnsta at 6.30 A. M., and
Bath at 6.30 A. M.. for Portland, connecting with the
8.46 A. M. train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 P. 31., on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath aud Augusta.

men, it will neither apologize for an
constitutes the foulest blot upon our

removal of

| evil,”

Monday Morning

Eclectic IHedical

ARRANGEMENT.

Commenced April 14/A, 1862.
Passenger trains will leave daily, (Sun*
§3B55Sg?d*v* excepted) as follows:
Augusta lor Bath, Portland and Boston, at 11.16 A.
M., connecting at Bruuswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and
Farmington.
Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00 P. M.,
connecting at Bruuswick with tno Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road; and at Augusta with
the .Somerset k Kenuebec Railroad for Waterville,
Kendall's Mills and Skowhegau, and at Kendall’s
Mills with the Penobscot k Kennebec Road for Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.

loyal

attempt to resist the tide of
events that seems destined to sweep from existence
an institution which is the greatest
anomaly in a free
government. The emancipation of slavery in the
federal C apital, the co-operation of the federal with

fine

FEATUERij.-aO p cent, ad val.
FISH.—Per 100 Ih foreign caught; Herring £1;
Mackerel £2; Salmon £3; and all other pickled in
bail fl BO P hi) ottwwlM BOB per 1"" it.-, i run

OAKl M.—Free.
OIL.—Sperm, Whale, and other Fish

sec-

organization of that party,
a mere partizan spirit, but

sustain the

design

a

It will neither

nil vat

GUNPOWDER.—30
lbs.

were

principles upon which our
fords the only available means of
accomplishing such
results as a lofty patriotism imperatively demands.

purposes a-Gum

and Wheat 20c per bush.
From Br.
G RINDSTONES.—Rough—Free.

and tendencies

embodies the true
government rests, and af-

I> Y KW( M1DS.—F ree.
emit

cordially

will

lb.—Roll Brimstone, |6 l> ton.—Oil
Copal. Inc
Cloves, 7<*e p tb.—Morphine, §1 p or.—Alcohol, 441c
V gal.—All other descriptions quoted, free. Chicory
Root, lc D tb.
Iirch’ _1)

designs

tional, and triumphantly vindicated its claim to a
just and liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast
in its devotion to the Union while other organizations
have so generally become infected with a
disloyal
spirit, and inasmuch as It is the only party which at
seems
present
competent to couserve the great principles underlying all free Governments, the Press

arts.) Aloes, Assafrrtida, Ammonia, Cantharides,
Gamboge, Ipecac, Jalap, Juniper Berries, Manna,
Quicksilver, Rhubarb, Sarsaparilla. Sponge-. Verdigris, Vanilla Beans, 10 per cent, ad val.—Ilydi iodate
and Prussiate Potash, Peruvian Bark, 15 per cent. a.
val.—Citric Acid, Castor Oil, Culiebs, Essential Oils,
Epsom Salts. Isinglass, Flor Sulphur, Senna Arrow
Root, blue or w hite Vitrol, Gtusenar, 26 per cent.—
Copperas, 25c D 100 tb.—Bleaching Powders, 30c p
100 lbs.-Alum and Sago, 60c D 100 lbs.—Refined Borax. chromate and bichromate
Potash, Sugar of
Lead and Argols, 3c p tb.—Opium. *1 |> !b —BalP
sams and
99
cent.—Alum, Sal
Sulphate Quinine,
Smia and Snaa Ash }c 4* th—14i Carb Si>da. Cauatic
Soda. Liquorice Root. 1 c |» tb. and ground do 2c p
tb. Liquorice Paste, 6c 4* tb.—Refined Camphor
and < ieam Tartar. He
jp tb.—Tartaric Acid, Tartar
Emetic, Ri»chelle Salts, Gum ('opal, and others gums
resinonssubstances used lor

Republican principles, and,

political organizations have become a
necessity in carrying into effect great principles of
political economy, and inasmuch as .the Republican
party which, in the brief chapter of its history already
written, has successfully refuted the allegation of its

lb.

and all others used lor medicinal purpos*

neatly
general

inal and selected

RATES OF DUTIES.
An additional
merchandise not

for

as

other constitutional

Varnish.
Furniture Varnish.
Coach Varnish.
Damar Varuish.

On

inasmuch

national

<4

10

hibit and defend sound

evil which

none
none

llu

throughout

and

the State.

Both of the above named papers will labor to
inculcate, in no dictatorial spf> it, sound political principles and to promote the material interests of the
State, and of the City of Portland as it* interests
twine with, and arc inseparable from, those of the
State.
Politically, the Press will give an earnest, cordial,
and generous support to the administration of Abraham Likcolv, who in little more than one year, has
indellibly impressed himself upon the nation’s heart
as an incorruptible patriot, an inflexible Chief
Magistrate, and an honest man ; the ability of whose administration is most signally exhibited, not 'only in
the matchless operations of onr army and navy, but
in the unparalleled fact that, in the midst of this
gigantic rebellion, our Government securities are
selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to ex-

rights

84
9
HI

circulation

with

2 75 & 3 00

a

a large, well-filled, carefully edited,
printed weekly paper, intended specially

in the full coniciousness that it

2 00 % 2 25
8
7?@

by mail

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

24]

90
so
20
16

news

Is

42

25
25

15 @

the latest and fullest

not with

—

Oakum.

Machine.
Clarine.
Sperm Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter.
Summer.
Grand Bank and Bay Cbaleur....

8]

6\at

eign Fisheries; Neatsfoot, Linseed, Hcmpsced and
Rapeseed. 2** per cent; Olive in casks, Palin, Seal, and
Cocoauut 10, olive Salad 30 per cent, ad val.
85
PAINTS.—White Lead, dry or ground in Oil and
50
Red Lead, 2 l-2c per tb; Litharge and Oxide of Zinc,
25
86
2 l-2c p tb: Prussian Blue 10c—Varnishes, Vermillion,
15
80
Chrome Yellow, Venetian Red 20— Spanish Brown,
00
00
dry, 20; in oil, 30 p cent ad val—Yellow and other
00
00
Ochres. 86c per 100 tbs—Paris White, dry, 35c, in oil,
£1 85; Whiting 25c p 100 tbs.
65 @
70
PLASTER.—Free.
MIOVISION8.—Beef and Pork lc—Lard, Bacon
38 @ 00
and
Hams 2c —Butter and Cheese 4c p lb.
3\ mj
00
RICE.—lc V lb.
28 w
00
SALT.—In bulk 12c, and in bags 18c p 100 tbs.
00
83 <tj
STARCH 20 p cent.
SOAP.—30 p cent.
23 bbls25
SPICES.—Ginger Root, 3c: Ground Ginger, 5c.—
3 37
3 50
Pepper and Pimento, 6c.—Cloves, 8c; Cassia, 10c.—
I Cassia Buds. 15c.—Cinnamon, 20c.—Mace and Nut00 a)
megs, 25c p tt».
80
0 00 «. 8 25
SEEDS.—Linseed, 10c p bus; Canary, 10 p cent.

Lime.
Lime, Rockland, cask.
Molaam.
Molasses. Cionfhgos.
Molasses, Cuba clayed.
tart.
Molasses,
Molasses. ** Muscovada,.
Molasses. New Orleans.
Pun land Syrup.hluls
Nails.
Ca*k.
Naval Storm.
Tar (in kegs)
gal.
Pitch (Coal Tar)
Rosin. 15 00

Turpentine

5j

18
121

7 75 a 8 00
7 75 a, 8 00
9 00 " 9 25

Clear Pine—No. 1.$3*00
No. 2
34 00
No. 8
24 00
No. 4. 14 00
Shipping Lumber,. 12 00
Snruc*1
10 00
Hemlock.
8 On
Box Shooks, (cash)
45
Clapboards, S extra. 13 00
P
30 00
2 60
Shingles, Cedar, extra.
No. 1.
2 00
extra pine.
2 50

Drv Riff,.

»

a.

22fu»
25 it

slaughter.
American Calf Skins.
Slaughter Wax M-athor.

Country' Riff Mol.

12}
15)

£

9j i

md. wta.

...

i

60}
9

New York, light.

Sug.

</

Ill"]

l#eath£r.

Pine.
Red Onk Staves.
Mol. Hhd Shooks & Heads, city...

06}

r*j«
1

Barrel, p lb.
lvegs, i> lb.

Pipe.
Lumber—From the yard.

8] S>

Linseed.

Cotton
Flax

or

£

3}«'

44

Sheet and

2]

Wood.

Common.
Refined Iron.
Swede.
Norway.
Cast Steel.
German Sieel.
English lilis. Steel.

Pig, $> 100 lb.
“.

2]@

44

,

ron.

Lead.
American

61

9 00 @ 9 60

Banca. cash.
Straits, cash.
Plates—
Char. 1. C.
I. X.
Coke.

20
50

none.

Sort, 1861.

"

5]<a

Tin.

none

15 g
7 00

Shorts p ton.
Fine Feed.
Grindstone a*
Grindstones. Rough, p ton. 17 00 a20 00
Grindstones, Dressed. 30 00 a36 00
Gunpowder*

Blasting.
Rifle and Sportiug.
Hay*

20

Tobarcot
6 s and 10's best brands.
6 * and 10’a medium.
5's and 10’a common.
half pds. l»est brands.
half pds. medinin good.
half pds. common.
Natural L**af, pds.
Fancy, in Foil..

16
30
12
35
2 60

Gruln.
<>*ts.
South Yellow Corn.
Corn, Mixed.

6]

Twine.

44

44

46

none

Team*
Tea, llyson.
Tea, Young Hyson.
Tea, Oolong.
Tea, Souchong.

25
18

a,

common.

Raisins—
Blue, cask.
Black.

7}

12f@

Rough.

2 50

«

Shelled.

Lemons, case.
Oranges.

11
9 @
6
4 ]@
60 @ 8 50

2 60 @ 2 76
2 12]@ 2 374
2
2 37]

Yellow.
Sugar, Extra Yellow.
Sugar, Muscovado
in bond.
Sugar,
Sugar, Havana Brown.
White.
Sugar.
Sugar, Coffee Crushed.
Sugar, Crushed
Sugar, Granulated.
Sugar, Powdered.
Tnllow,
American refined.

55
45

50
60
50
50
00

7
6
4
7
6

(small).

Eleiue.

17

6]@

Sugar,

none

Almonds—Jordan p lb
Soil Shell.

Figs,
tl

6
15
8

Canary.
Sugar,

Fruit*

!

7|

3 00
2 60

dii

3 60 @ 4 00
2 37 <\ 2 75
2 25 a 2 50
1 25 .« 1 50
1 12 £ 1 37j

22

Currauts.
Citron.
Wil. Pea Nuts.

@14
'a16
@14
@13
@16
@11

00
50
00
50
60
00
60
7

Stavnr.

2}

Scaled P box.

44

@18

40 @

Top.

! Paper, containing
and telegraph.

@14 00

6J@

HerdsGrass,.
Western C-lovcr.

3]

2 00

44

00
60
00
60
00
00
60
00

Seed*.

00

02 ft

none

(mediuiq).
44

7

Pepper..
Pimento.

4]

Shore.
Labrador.

44

The Portland Daily Press is intended to he
enterprising, vigorous and lire Daily Morning

2]@

Mace.
Nutmegs...

1]

ox.

44

3 00

a

12 («g
7 @
12 @

(Huger,(Africa).

4}

JOHN T. GILMAN, recently of the Bath Times,

JOSEPH B. HALL, of the Aroostook Herald.

5 @
7]
12 @
12*
1 76 (qfc I 89

..

2]

SUMMER

BOSTON ADVERTISEMENTS.
:i:t:.:~3

-—--

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

nr

@ 8 00

6]@

Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap, Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Si»ap, < H*tiIe,.
Soap, Crane’s.
Spice*.
Cassia p lb.
Cloves.
Ginger, (Race).

00
00

PORTLAND DAILY PR ESS:
A!»D

7 (@

Leathe & Gore's, Trowbridge
St Smith’s Extra No. 1 p lb

00

02
06
00

.*.

Pen I her a.
l eathers, Live Geese p lb.
Feathers, Russia.
Fish.
Fish, Cod large p quin.
small.
Fish,
Fish, Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.
Fish. Hake, new.
Herring, Pickled, p bbl.

11

Soap.
Soap.

2 75
20

or.

•Laths, Spruce.

by ourselves, except
compete with anv maiket for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 26, Market
Square,_MORRISON A CO'S.

necessarily imported,

4]

lift

•*

Photographic Frames.
or oval—every kind called for.
QOUAHK
k^ being manufactured

04
25
40
25

none
none
none

No. 10.

*•

Foreign

Hier mid Muntie Mirrors.
Oval, Square or Eliptical frames, with

or

ft 1 30

4fft

Duck, Portlaud, No. 3.
No. 10.
No. 3.
Navy, Superior,
44

tell

is the author of those pretty verf” said one at a soiree, lately.
“Ida Clare I” replied the lady.
“1 declare!” retorted the querist.
The joke was too easy to be very excellent;
but then it was just as good a« one of Charles
Lamb’s, that made great laughter iu London

FIR
size

13

92 ft

Bark.
Red Sauders.

S®““Who

or

15

13 ft

Quercitron

ses

WITH
Rosewood, black Walnut
to
of.

11

2] ft

Sapan

Tent

12
12
14
15
14
13
14

Rum, Portland distilled.
Salerata*.
Saleratus p lb.
Salt.
Salt, Turk’s Is., p lihd. (8 bus.)....
Salt, Liverpool.
Salt, Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
Ground Butter Salt.
Starch.
Starch, Pearl,.
Starch, Potato.
Shot—p 100 lbs.

11]
14]

ft

10 ft
12 ft

Wood.
Nic
Peach
Red

tion of his neighbor, and elect all candidates
to office, to blow up everybody and reform the
world; to live for the benefit of others, and
the epitaph on his tombstone: “Here he lies at
last;’’ in short, he is a locomotive runner on the
track of public notoriety; his lever is his pen;
his boiler is filled with ink; his tender is his
scissors; his driving wheel is public opinion;
whenever he explodes it is caused by the nonpayment of subscriptions.

Some men of talent anti merit are

ft

70 ft 75
95 ft 1 00

St. Domingo.
Extract Logwood.

all he knows, and guess at the rest; to make
known his own character, establish the reputa-

very appropriate.”

22]

6
4
1 50 ft 1 55
35 ft
46
10]ft 12
25 ft
33
1 00 ft 1 50
16 ft
00
1 25 ft 1 30

Hypernio.
Logwood, Campeachy.

As Editor's Accomplishment.—At a
late printer’s festival in Boston the following
capital toast was given: The editor—The

call your

23

03 ft
15 (ft
17 ft
22 ft
4ft
6j ft
6ft
3ft

Savanvilla,.

At a debating society the other day the subject was:—“Whichis the sweetest production,
a girl or a strawberry ?”
After continuing the
argnment for two nights, the meeting adjourned without coming to a conclusion—the
old ones going lor the strawberries, aud the
young ones going for the girls.

going to

28

16}ft
14] ft
12] ft

Brazil Wood.
Camwood.
Fustic. Cuba.

“Can’t be”' says the Hartford Times; “we
know lots of old bachelors and antiquated
maidens who haven't even phosphorus enough
in ’em to make a match.”

“Adelaide,” said Barry.
“Good,” said Lamb; "Adtllehead is

9

50
50
50
60

MEDICAL.

_RAILROADS.

THE

@ 8 50

none.

Vitnol.
Dyewood*.
Barwood.

middling-sired man contains
a pound of phosphorus, which, if iu a free
and
state,
inflamed, would hum him up, aud
everything around him.—[Exchange.

“What are you

9]

21] ft

Saltpetre.

a

ter?” he said to Barry Cornwall.

ft

_

of his "trotters.” He is said to lie the person who kes at aepnnery in operation for the
purpose of furnishing leather enough to keep
him in boots and slnx'S. But that is said to lie
a falsehood by those know him best.
On one
occasion, wanting his bixits mended, he stopped at the door of Bill Hill’s shoe shop, and
thus accosted the cobbler, who was busy at
work within:
“Say, Bill, can you half-sole my boots today ?”
Bill, who stuttered a little, came to the door,
and after taking a long and apparently anxious
survey of the weather, answered:
“Yes, if-d-d-don't rain.”
’Why, Bill, what difference would that make,
said the reverend.
“Why,” said Bill, “my Sh-sh-sh-shop ain’t
very' large, and I th-th-thought I c-c-c-could
bring my b-b-b-bench out d-doors.”

once on a

9

11]

@

1 60 @ 1 65
1 55
1 60
5 00 @> 6 50

Pork, mess.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, Ham*.
Pork, City Smoked llams.
Prod ace.
Beef P quarter, p lb.
Eggs, p dozen.
Potatoes, pbrl(new.
Apples, dried, p lb.
Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.
Turkies.
Geese.
Veal.
Pickles, p bri.
Rice.
Rice pib.*.

00

OF

an

Mess Beef..
Portland
do
Portland extra Mess do.
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.

3 25
3 00

0 27 ft
22 ft

Fluid.
Camphcne.

Laboe Feet.—The Rev. Joseph Bowman,
of Pimperton, is celebrated for the large sire

know

ft
ft
ft

1 20

Sulphur.

«

@ 0 00

7
2
2
8
8

Chicago

8 50 ft 8 75
7 25 ft 7 60
7 25 ft 7 50
7 25 ft 7 60

Duck. Haven*..

to

ft

**

per ton Soft.

18
15

ft

9 00
9 00
8 75
8 25

Hard.
Ground.
Pro* iaion*.

3 60
40

8jft

Alum.
Aloes.
Arrow Root..
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
Bi < arb. Soda.

and winter, during the day, hut should lie
taken off at night. In summer it allows the
perspiration to paas off without condensing upon the skin, and prevents the evil effects of the
rapid changes of temperature to which we are
liable in onr changeable climate, when out of
doors. In winter, as a non-conductor of heat,
it is a protection against cold. At night the
flannel jacket or jersey should be exposed to a
free current of air and allowed thoroughly to
dry; it should never be put in a heap of clothes
by the bedside. Flannel is usually only worn
over the chest and abdomen.

expected

ft

11
36

Cement—per bbl.
Drags and Dyes*

do.

mer

that is

e

3 00 ft 3 12]

11
14

see.

man

ft 6 00
ft 4 00

PROSPECTUS

EDITED

Rochelle, Yellow.
Eng. Ven. Bed.
Litharge.
Red Ijoad.
Plaster.

7
6
3

6ft

American.
Russia.
Manilla.
Russia.
Manilla.

Cordage,
Cordage,
Cordage,
Bo It rope,

has for a daughter an “unkimmon” cross old
girl, who has not been burdened witli a surplus of attention from the opposite “sect.”
Her mother wonders “why on airtli the fellars
don’t come to see Betsy.” But, mirabile
dictu ! last Sunday night Betsey had a beau,
and they “sot up. and the old lady was extremely delighted. Monday morning when
her fair daughter came down to her morning
meal, the old iady enclaimed, with pleasant
emphasis:
“Well, Betsy, my dear, how do you feel tills
morning?”
Betsy glared at her a moment, and then muttered, ib deep, low1 tones:
“Feel as though I could eat su’thin.”
Betsy wasn't accustomed to “settiu’ up” you

The body of

Boston Lead.
French Zinc,
American Zinc,

6

6 ft

Cheese.
Cheese, Vermont

Betsey’s Coubting Sensation.—There
a dear good old lady in our “deestriet,” who

-1._U

5]

ft
ft

Beans.

Indian Tradition.—Among the Seminole

TNI_I

—

Butter.

MISCELLANY._

-__ _

Onion* per bbl.
do p string.
Paint*.
Portland Lead, in oil,..
Lewis Lead,

92 60 ft 8 25

Butter. Family
ft.
Butter, Store.

O.

Neat*foot Oil.

Tress to Aug. 6th.

Ashes*
Ashes l’carl

But

la

Olive Oil.
Castor Oil.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

The Old Love.
she

76 @ 80
1 60 (g 1 80
1 65 @ 1 70
1 05 4* 1 12
2 75 6$ 8 00
4 @i
4]

Lard Oil.

_THE MARKETS._

POETRY.

At a Coi*rt or Pkobate held at Portland, within
and for the Countv of Cumberland, on the third
Tuesday of July, fn the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-two,’
VTEAL IHIW, Executor of the last Will and Tesa.1 ament of Josiah Dow, late of Portland, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first account
of administration of said estate for probate:
It mvm th-itrrrtl. That the said Executor give notice
to all persons interested, by causing notice to be
published three weeks successively In the 3taiue state
Press, printer! at Portland, that they inav appear at a
to
Probate Court
be held at said Portland, on the
third Tuesday of
next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoou. and shew cause, if any they have,
whv the same should not Ik* allowed.
WILLIAM G. 1IA IS IlOWS, Judge.
A true Copy, attest:
•*3w5
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

September

20 WINTER ST., BOSTON,
Established fbr the sale of

MOURNING DRESS
And Millinery
»•;»4

8.

OL1DDEN A WILLIAMS'
-LUTS FROM-

Boston to San Francisco.
OFFICE, 114 STATE STREET, BOSTON.
All goods received and forwarded free of charge by
FIRST (’LASS CLIPPER SHIPS, sailing promptly on their advertis'd day*. The only real prompt
line of slut* from tin.' Atlantic Port*.

& 1* O P K,
Wholesale ami Retail Dealer, in

J A M K S

FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISS EH.

WHITE

Principal.

AUTUMN

SESSION will

commence

THE
8th, and Continue 15 weeks.
2l-t. full iutorination
Prior

Sept.

be obtained
to July
of the principal, 340 Congress Street. Hour* from
After
that
time ap8 to 1 o'clock, except Saturdays.
plication mav be made at 40 State Street.
1882.
2aw1bw
Portland, June 23,
can

8. WILLIAMS.

__

COAOKESK STREET SEVIIA'ARV,

Miss E. L. Whittier,

GOODS,

Exclusively.

OAK

AND HAOKMETAOK SHIP TIMBER,
Wharves, Bridges and FacSouthern Pine Floorings on baud and

White Pine Timber for
tories.

Also

worked to order.
92 State

Timber Docks

Stkeet. (up staibe)

corner

of E and Ffrst St*.. Boston.

